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ISSUE NO. 35 •
You don't want to
miss Lafayette's
Festivals Acadiens,
eight celebrations
rolled into one to
showcase and savor the
Acadian culture.
Sample the delectable
Cajun cuisine, tap your
foot to Acadian music,
walk back through the
centuries into the
Cajun mystique.
Come join the fun in
the heart of French
Louisiana, where we
have the recipe for
joyful living!
For more information
contact the Lafayette
Convention and
Visitors Commission,
P. 0. Box 52066, Dept.
WL, Lafayette, LA

"I'm not sure, but I'm almost positive,
that all music came from New Orleans."
Ernie K-Doe, 1979
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LETTERS
Wavelength:
Thank you so muc h fo r your recent coverage of
Roomful. Also for including photos of the Blasters
in Roomful t-shirts. Nice! We all had a ball as
usual. Earl King came down and sat in. Sounded
great! Says he's gonna write a song o r two for
our new album.
Roomful o f Blues
Providence, Rhode Island
Wavelength :
We are having a great time here in France. The
Cajun music has been very well received. Our
last concert was for a crowd of 10,000 here in
Biarritz. We've had a hectic schedule playing
and traveling daily. The wine parties are great.
Beaches too!
Bo urn~ Cajun Band
Wavelength :
We are now in the middle of our South
American , Columbian tour and everything is
going quite well, we are the first new wave
band to play this country!
Bogota is the o ne of the highest capitals in
the world , 9000 feet , near th e e quator, the
Amazon River, and a permanent party weekend!
Sunday we will play a free show fo r the
government (12,000 people) to celebrate their
independence day. Also doing some TV shows,
videos and recording!
Adios from the missionary o f rock!
Joe "King" Carrasco
Wavelength:
I am president of the Irma Thomas Fan Club.
I want to thank you for your article in WL
about the club. Because Wavelength gets out to
so many places, I have received le tters from
New York , Houston , and even England!
There is so much I could say, but I believe
a man from Ho uston summed it all in his lette r
(which I am enclosing because I believe you
should read it).
Linda Boudreaux
Irma Thomas Fan Club
(The following le tter was e nclosed: )
Dear Ms. Bo udreaux:
My issue of Wavele ngth arrived today with
the wonderful news of your fan club for Irma
Thomas. As I sit here listening to "Breakaway"
from the Soul Queen of New Orleans Album,
I hereby request information about membership, dues, and other activities of the club. I
really feel there is no better singer and perk>rmer than Irma T homas, her inability to attract
a national recording contract and top sales is
one of the continuing mysteries of my life.
But that is everyone else's loss- for those of us
privileged to hear her that leaves so much mo re
room for our enjoyment. I am particularly interested in the newsletter giving information about
her appearances since I don't get to New Orleans
all that much and would like to plan my visits
around her perfo rma nces. (1 did make it to the
Riverboat last November and the Jazz and
Heritage Festival in May. Were you the person
with the umbrella and "fans" who requested
"Nine to Five" and "Slow Hand" o n the boat?)
Please send me the informatio n as soon as
possible and please convey to Irma Thomas
that there are many of us who consider her to
be the best of the best. I have been shipping
records to friends in St. Louis a nd Madison,
Wisconsin, a nd know there are pockets o f
"believers" in those cities, too. But then again ,
once you've heard Irma Thomas sing, how can
)QU help but be convinced?
George Lipsitz
Houston, Texas

THE OLD ... THE NEW ... THE UNUSUAL
THE BEST SELECTION IN TOWN

1129 Decatur St.

Open daily ll -7

524-9444
We buy-sell-trade

Eighteen-year-old Roddy Frame is the founder a nd brainchild of Aztec Camera.

AZTEC
CAMERA
Something about a sultry
summer night at an open air venue
like Washington D.Cs Meriwether
Post Pavilion reminds one of the
Sixties, with its free festivals under
the stars.
Seeing Aztec Camera in this
situation is like being in a time
warp. Poignant, acoustic and
very folksy, this band's success
(they're all the rage in England and
their native Scotland) is an enigma
or perhaps we're just ready for a
revival of the simpler times that
punk rock so violently assaulted
with its "leave it in ruins" ethic.
On this evening, they're well
received as they open for Elvis
Costello (they'll be opening
for Costello again in Baton Rouge
September 5 and playing solo at
Jimmy's September 4). After the
set, I find myself climbing over the
front seat of their tour van/ U-Haul
into the company of Aztec
Camera's founder and brainstormer, Roddy Frame.
Frame is a gentle young
G laswegain in a flannel shirt and
worn-out jeans. His face, with its
marks of adolescence-a few fading
pimples, a few newborn whiskershas the handsome, boy-next-door
features of a young Paul Weller.
"Funny you should say that,"
observes drummer and George
Sanders look-alike Dave Ruffy.
"Paul Weller really likes Roddybut Roddy dosen't like Paul Weller.
It's kind of pathetic. Weller'U follow
the band all over, and Roddy won't
have anythi ng to do with him:'
Perhaps Roddy sees in Weller
the kind of antisocial pop culture

idol he wants to avoid becoming.
Quiet and self-assured at 18, Roddy
is apparently unimpressed by his
band's sudden U.K. success.
Formed 3Yz years ago by a IS-yearold Roddy weaned on Hunky Doryperiod Bowie, the Sex Pistols, and
folk of the Woodie Guthrie
persuasion, Aztec Camera-Roddy
(vocals/ guitar), Cambell Owens
(bass), Graig Gannon, (rhythm
guitar), and Dave Ruffy (drums)see the present as nothing more
than on the way to achieving future
goals.
"We've already started doing
some new songs," Roddy comments. "I felt really rushed on this
album. Our next one'll have more
of a theme running through it. I
want to hold onto the things we do
that are good-the simplicity of
the music-but play better, much
more direct. As you make more
records, your ideas become more
solid, which is good. But we're
determined to avoid the problem
most bands have where their second
album is usually really bad-the
ideas stay unrealised."
You understand Aztec Camera
better when you discover how
young Roddy is. His lyrics, couched
in sweet but somewhat undirected
melodies, are untouched by the
cynicism that comes of experience.
"My songs are just loads of
observations, really. But I do think
they're very personal, because it's
all very subjective.
"I'm trying to be very direct-like
folk music, where there's no
ambiguity."
Shying away from ambiguity in
his music and his lyrics, Roddy
eschews the dense layers of
harmony that make so much "new
music" continuously provocative.
Instead, he pens sparse,
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uncomplicated melodies for guitar,
voice, and bass, underlain (not
driven) by Dave's competent,
controlled drumming. In performance, on vinyl and more
apparently onstage, the melodies,
stunning in their individuality, are
badly mixed, undermining the
overall continuity of the songs.
Aztec Camera songs, more often
than not, hang like half-done
paintings- suggesting a complete
picture, but only delivering random
strokes.
Because Aztec Camera offers a
sound quite unlike the sterile funk
of England's seemingly endless
stream of synthpopsters, the band's
extremely vocal dedication to
Roddy's "Folk of the '80s," oblivious
as it is to fashion trends, grabs the
attention by virture of its very
peculiarity.
The band's acoustic approach
has got them branded "60s
revivalists" by a UK. rock press that
loves to hand out labels.
"Hopefully it's just because we're
very traditional. We'll never pretend
we're doing anything new- but I
don't think it should be called
'Revival'. I'm just trying to carry
on music like the folk musicians
started ... a tradition that goes
really far back. We play so that
hopefully other peoper can sing
along:•
-Khaary n

NOM-TV
Local Cox Cable subscribers
will be treated to a new program
this fall that is the result of CCNO's
Nancy Wxxl and whiz-kid producer
Jim Gabour meeting the creative
corporate benevolence of Time
Saver's Henry Waguespack and his

New Orleans Music Hall of Fame
campaign.
''Music City" will be ··an hou r
a week of traditional New Orleans
music with in-depth interviews,
behind the scenes at people's
homes, talking about how they got
into the business, what the
conditions were like in the Twenties,
Thirties, and later as New Orleans
music developed, and about the
continuity of music between
generations,·· according to Gabour.
"On each show we're going to try
and feature a young musician who
carries o n that same sort of
traditio n, and whose music derives
back to some o f the o lder music
sources.''
Valuable footage of Danny
Barker and Lee Allen with the
Blasters has already been recorded.
Proposed shows on street musicians,
the Neville family, and the jazz
clubs of New Orleans are being
discussed, and the program will be
simulcast over rad io station
WWOZ, 90.7 FM.
As the fo rmer producer of
WRBT's Louisiana Magazine
series, Jim Gabour has valuable
experience in searching out soonto-be-lost traditio ns and preserving
them for posterity th rough the
complex video medi um: "We think
'Music City' wi ll be impo rtant as a
historical document , and we intend
to donate a copy of each show to
the Jazz Archives to document
some of the people who are already
in the Hall of Fame."

-rico

THE LAST
RIDE
Not since The Big Pe lvis himself
lined up for the Zephyr has there
been such a hoo-rah at good ole
Pontchartrain Beach. On
September 24, the Contempo rary
Arts Center will sponsor "The Last
Ride," a multimedia, multi-musical,
multi-everything extravaganza.
The whole thing starts at 11 a.m.
and features a slew of local and
national music talent. For example:
The Pfister Sisters will host a
beachwear revue of aqua-garb
from the Twenties on up to the
future, The New Leviathan Oriental
Foxtrot Orchestra will toast the
Mr./Ms. P.B. contest (come in your
best beachwear and boat regatta,
Mama Ro ux will stomp out a jazz
funeral fo r the Beach's last breath,
new wavers An Island and
New Alliance will accompany Art
On The Beach and audio
bumpercars, respectively, Dickie
Landry will record interesting
sounds for the departing midway,
Ballistics will weave a nostalgic
musical tableau featuring Spencer
Livingston's latest Farfisa-heavy
hit, "he Last Ride," Ramsey
Maclean will actually amplify the
Zephyr, and Kathy B. will host a

NEW ARENA
AT UNO

Elvis at Pontchartrain Beach.
Modern Tribal Ritual with local
musicians and models.
Later in the evening Irma
Thomas and Fats Domino will be
providing more traditional N. 0.
vocals with a surprise Fifties and
Sixties revue sandwiched in
between their performances.
Other no table attractions; a
memorabilia exhibit with vintage
photos of o ld beach scenes, a
dance contest to be judged by
qualified celebrities, a sand castle
contest among me mbers of local
design firms and kids, side shows,
freak shows, aerial shows, a
thousand-dollar raffle, and a closed
bid process to determine the
absolute last riders on the absolute
last ride of the legendary Zephyr,
which will be decorated as a giant
dragon by sculpto r Luis
Colmenares. Anyone with a vintage
Fifties-mobile is encouraged to
drive it over and show it off. Tickets
are available at all K&B Drug Stores
for $10 advance or $12.50 at the
gate, and all proceeds will benefit
the Contemporary Arts Center.
Now wouldn't the King be proud?

-rico

LEONTIN E
ATORPH EUM
Anyone who has seen the movie

Diva has probably been coddling a
secret fascination fo r the modernday goddesses of opera. Thanks
to the New Orleans Philharmonic

Symphony, closet opera fans old
and new will get to experience the
pe rfo rmance of a real"diva di tutte
le dive" September 15 when
Leontyne Price appears as soloist
at a special gala at the Orpheum
Theatre.

If you've driven out Leon C.
Simon Boulevard recently, or
looked out toward the lake from
atop the I-10 high-rise bridge, you
may have noticed a mysterious
structure at the end of Franklin
Ave. that looks like a greyish
upside-down cup and saucer.
That's the UNO Lakefront Arena,
a IO,OOQ-seat facility situated on
the university's east campus (next
to the tennis courts and the baseball
field) which is nearing completion
and is expected to open in midOctober.
The building was orginally
planned as the home of the UNO
basketball team , and in the planning
stages it had always been referred
to as "the assembly center," in
imitation of its older cousin at LSU
in Bato n Rouge. But according to
Bo b Johnso n, the manager of the
arena, "I recognized right away

Not an alien space station, after all.

If cudos are any indication, Price
does have that "divine" power to
make opera touch the souls of her
audience. Her de but at the
Me tropolitan Opera ended in a 42minute ovation. Critics wrote open
love letters to her. She has
accumulated honorary degrees
from Harvard , Fordham, Columbia
and Yale. Her award list includes
an Emmy and Kennedy Center
ho nors. She has appeared on the
cover of Time and 27 other
international publications. She
seems to have charmed the world.
Heady stuff for a native of Laurel.
Mississippi, where her musical
career began in the choir of her
Methodist Church.
Price will be singing o pera and
concert "favorites" for the
September 15 show, with Phillipe
Entremont conducting. Tickets are
o n sale at the Sympho ny Office,
203 Carondelet. Prices range from
$15 to $50 for regular seats, but
for those of you who really want to
go the complete gala route, for
$1()(}-$ 150 you can get tickets that
include a special invitation to the
after-the-concert soiree o n the
newly-christened cruiser Creole

Queen.
- Kay Rabelais

that the name had to be changed.
For o ne thing, it needed its own
identity separate from the LSU
assembly center, just as UNO needs
its own identity separate from LSU
We could have called it the
Spectrum or some thing along
those lines, but the press has always
referred to us as "the lakefront
campus ," and UNO Lakefront
Arena identifies the school, the
town, it says where it is and what
it is, and that's what's important.
It's an arena; an assembly center
could be anything. I think it's
something that will be picked up
on very natura lly."
The arena is owned and operated
by the university, and Johnson
says, "The university gets prio rity
in the use of the facility. But how
many unive rsity activities require
10,000 spectato r seats? We will
have the fifteen men's basketball
games; most of the women's games
will be double-headers with the
men. We will have commencements
in there, of course. I anticipate
that the drama and music
departments may want to use the
theater configuratio n that we have
at least once a year. In the swimming
pool we'll have instructional
courses, as well as recreational and
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lap swimming. And next year we
should have intercollegiate
competition and swim programs.
What other university uses there
are remain to be seen. The
basketball schedule is set at least
six months in advance. The concerts
and traveling shows we expect to
have don't book that far in advance.
so it's no problem. We just work
around it."
All of the functions of the arena
-concessions, parking,
maintenance, ushers, T-shirts,
security, stagehands, etc.-will be
handled in-house, with as much
student help as possible. Only the
ticket service (Ticketmaster) will
be contracted out. For the time
being, much of the parking will be
on shell lots, but within two years
there should be 3,000 lighted and
paved parking spaces available for
$2. And there's plenty of free
parking along Franklin Avenue.
The major advantage of the
arena will be its size. New Orleans
has always had a problem
attracting certain kinds of shows
because there was very little to
take up the slack between the
Superdome and the smaller
theaters like the Saenger. Although
the arena is somewhat inflexible
because it was designed primarily
for basketball-it's shaped like a
bowl and there are no movable
seats-there are a number of
different configurations available,
Johnson says, "We'll have up to
10,000 seats. For an ice show, with
a big proscenium backdrop , the
seats would be cut back to 7 ,000.
When we can use the entire
permanent area plus seats on the
floor, such as with theater-in-theround or boxing and wrestling, it
would increase it to 10,000. For
concerts it depends on the stage
configuration. If you put the stage
at one end with a lot of sound
and light equipment, it would cut
it down to 6,500 depending on the
act. Under certain circumstances
we may have over 10,000 seats:'
Of course, most Wavelength
readers are primarily interested in
the arena's use as a place for
concerts, and Johnson says that he
expects to have about forty musical
events a year, with the majority
of the shows being promoted by
Barry Mendelson, Beaver
Productions, and Pace Concerts
of Houston. I talked to Wayne
Sharp of Barry Mendelson Presents,
and he agreed with Bob Johnson's
optimistic views. He said, "I think
it's going to open up New Orleans
for a lot of acts that now pass up
the city in favor of Baton Rouge or
Biloxi. I don't know whether we'll
have to choose between New
Orleans and Baton Rouge. I think
there will have to be a trial and
error period to see what the market
will bear. Right now we have plans
to schedule some shows in both
places, but we'll see. We now have
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more than tentative plans for a
Lionel Richie show some time in
November. The Jackson Browne
and Diana Ross could easily have
played here if the building had
been finished in time. We can't
wait for it to open:•
Johnson feels that the arena will
be in a good position to attract
quality acts, since it is well known
that many local fans drive to Baton
Rouge for Assembly Center
concerts. He said, "I think that
of the three arenas in this areaNew Orleans, Baton Rouge, and
Biloxi-performers will end up
playing New Orleans and either
Baton Rouge or Biloxi. But they'll
definitely play here simply because
the market's bigger and the chances
for a successful show are better.
The number of people in this area
with the income to afford that kind
of ticket is higher. It's a simple
game of numbers. There are more
people within a shorter radius of
UNO that are typical concert goers.
The question will be whether
Baton Rouge can replace the few
thousand people who drive up
from here. If they can, shows will
probably play both places,
especially during the school year:•
Here in New Orleans, there will
also be some shifting around among
the arena's local competitors,
notably the Saenger and, to a
lesser extent, the Riverboat
President. But there is not so
much a sense of competition as a
feeling that each venue should
book acts appropriate to it. Johnson
says, "Since there hasn't been an
arena here in the past, the others
have tried to function as such ,
sucessfully in some cases,
unsuccessfully in others. There
are a lot of arena events that now
play the Superdome just because
it's the only place to play. But a
domed stadium should have football
and baseball and very large
convention exhibits. Basketball
and concerts will be much better
in an arena, except for things like
the Budweiser Superfest, which
are too large for us. The kinds of
shows that now play the Saenger
will generally play out here. unless
they can offer them one hell of a
deal. Even so, there may be some
acts- Melissa Manchester comes
to mind- for whom the Saenger
will be perfect:'
So Bob Johnson is sitting in the
catbird seat, with promoters
coming to him waiting to do the
first shows because they know a lot
of people will come at first out of
curiosity. He says, "Unfortunately
I can't say when the opening date
will be, so I just say line up and
take a number. I do have some
very firm commitments for
immediately after the scheduled
completion date of October 18,
and I've got well over thirty events
planed before the end of the year.
It will be great for the city because

we'll have a lot of shows that have
never been seen here before, and
now nothing will have to bypass
New Orleans: The Rolling Stones
will play here, but so can mediumsized acts. No matter what kind of
show it is, there will be a facility
perfect for it:'

-Steve Alleman

UPTOWN
YOUTH
ORCHESTRA
As a writer, performer, and
producer, Mark Bingham has a diverse and often unusual career in
music. His production credits
include two LP's for Ralph Records
of MX-80 Sound, one of the most

symphony in the loosest sense of the
word:' He decided to use the children as musicians in his symphony.
"The symphony has three movements and they're joined, roughly
fifteen minutes each," says
Bingham. It has to do with the
partials, the undertones and overtones that are generated when you
put the most consonant of two note
combinations together. You're
taking the simple structure that
you've made and by layering a
bunch of those, you come up with
extra sounds other than the first
one you've played. It's an amalgam
of world music without getting
ethnic about it, and it's not
experimental; it's specifically
designed to sound real good:'
This symphony will require
approximately thirty guitars and
that's one reason why he wound up

'

"

Picture this: an all-kid orchestra, with 30 guitars!

brash and expressive of the
Midwest's new wave bands. In
New York he fronted Social
Climbers, a three-piece techno
funk band (four-piece if you count
the tape machine and battery of
effects) that peaked with a fine selfproduced album on Hoboken
Records.
A few months ago Mark and his
wife, Patti Perret, were living across
the street from the Uptown Youth
Center "and these little kids were
always coming over to bang on my
guitars:' That gave him an idea. He
had just submitted a proposal to the
Contemporary Arts Center's Festival of New Works program for "a
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teaching the music class at the
Youth Center. The class includes
basic music theory, a group "jam"
where all the students get handson musical experience, language
and articulation reviews, and a
songwriting lesson where the
students learn "how to make
bridges and intros and things, "
explains Bingham, "then we listen
to the radio, to songs that they
know, and I'll point out the song
structure to them:' But can they
grasp it all? "Oh yeah, there are
some kids in there who are really
sharp musically:• He is quick to
emphasize, "they're gonna be
monsters in a few years:• - rico

LARGESS
FROM THE
JAZZ FEST
For those who assume the only
residual effect from purchasing a
Jazz Fest ticket is the sunburn,
the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage
Fou ndation has a little surprise.
Some talented Louisiana residents
will be getting a big return on their
investment. Despite the lack of a
corporate sponsor, the Festival
turned a profit this year. To deal
with this unanticipated event, the
New Orleans Jazz and Heritage
Foundation will dispense $100,000
in grants to Louisiana artists, kind
of a capital investment in creativity.
This is the second time for the Fest
to play patron; they gave out grants
for the first time in 1978.
The Foundation, "dedicated to
the promotion, presentation and
preservation of the rich cultural
heritage of Louisiana," will be
awarding money in three different
areas; as $2,000 scholarships for
continuing education in the arts,
as$2,000 fellowships to professional
and semi-professio nal artists for
specific projects and as general
grants to non-profit organizations
involved in cultural programs. The
grants are naturally intended to
aid and support the Louisiana
music community that has made
Jazz Fest an international event
but artists in all media are encouraged to apply. As organizer
Kalamuya Salaam says, "We are
talking about the arts in the
broadest possible sense. What we
would like to see is a real crosssection:' It's a Jazz and Heritage
Fest after all, y'al l.
In order to apply, you first need
to contact the Foundation office at
120S N. Rampart Street, S22-4786.
They will supply you with grant
proposal guidelines. Applications
will be accepted through October
IS, with funding to begin in
January 1984. For those of you
who don't have a degree in grantsmanship, never fear. The Foundation
will hold free one-hour workshops
Saturday Sept. 24 at 12 noon.

ONE LAST
TIME
The curtain may have closed for
one last time on OneMO' Time,
the bawdy New Orleans vaudeville
musical, if you believe the rumors.
But don't believe them, says Anne
Allen, promotions representative
at the Toulouse Theatre, where
until August 7 the show had played
to generally full houses for more
than five and a half years.
"These old buildings need
renovations from time to time, you

know," Allen notes, adding that
the show will resume September IS.
One Mo' Time closed earlier
this year in London and New York
after successful runs in both cities.
The show also toured Australia
and Sweden , and it opened in
Toronto five months ago, where it

is "playing to rave reviews,"
according to Allen.
As for the long-term status of
the city that inspired it, some may
have their doubts. But not Allen.
She says, "One Mo' Time will go
on, hopefully forever:'

-Mark Thompson

NO FLESH
All cooked up and ready to go
and no place to chill out? Dread
not no more, mon! Starting August
29 and every Monday evening
thereafter at the New York
New York music club, 381S
Frenchman, is "reggae night:'
Amina DaDa, one of the creators
of the 1&1 concert company,
which is promoting these lively
Monday happenings, is busily
reviewing bands in search of
future live shows for upcoming
reggae evenings.
Speaking of "all cooked up:'
Amina also operates the I& I
Creole Vegetarian Restaurant
located at 8918'12 Apple Street. It's
a little hard to find, but more than
worth the trip. Having spent the
last eight years at the Prophet
International Vegetarian
Restaurant in San Diego, Amina, a
native of New Orleans, has
returned home to share some of
the recipes that have satisfied the
likes of Peter Tosh, Steel Pulse,
Black Uhuru , and Yellow Man.
Recommended dishes: tofu fried
chicken, mock curry goat, rasta
burgers, dirty rice, and of course
the smoothies. "Serving no animal
insides or outsides, no dairy, no
sugar, and no flesh" this place is
relatively unscathed from the
corrosions of popularitybut hurry.
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He's proud of the
Nevilles' chances

RICO
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n Neville yawns and rubs the sleep
ut of his eyes as he sprawls out on
t e couch. He's wearing a purple
Neville Brothers t-shirt and a Yankee
baseball cap covers his shortish afro. It's
2:30 in the afternoon and Ivan apologizes
sheepishly for the random dishes and piles
of albums and tapes scattered around his
apartment. "I thought I was gonna get up
earlier than this and get the place straightened up," he grins. "I was working pretty
late because we're supposed to do some
demos tomorrow of some new tunes-my
tunes."
Ivan Neville is proud of the fact that
he isn't merely a good musician with a
famous surname. He admits that performing with his father and uncles as the Neville
Brothers for now is just an enjoyable diversion from where his real interest lieswriting and publishing new songs. In fact,
whatever chance the Nevilles have of landing that seemingly elusive major recording
deal stems from the prolific pen of the
"nonbrother," Ivan.
" He's just phenomenal," says Bill
Johnston, the Neville Brothers' manager.
"He just writes 'em and writes 'em. Everyone wants to do Ivan's material:' Indeed
Ivan Neville has come into his own as a
songwriter over the last year. Suddenly
the subject of the national press, interest
in Ivan's material has come from such varied
sources as Rufus, Rita Coolidge and Boz
Scaggs. At the tender age of just 24, Ivan
Neville suddenly finds himself one of New
Orleans' most sought-after and talented
songwriters.
For Ivan, growing up at 1012 Valence
Street in uptown New Orleans meant some
kind of musical ambition was practically
unavoidable. His father, of course, is one
of New Orleans' best known vocalists, Aaron
Neville, who's been recording R&B since
before Ivan was born. His uncle Art also
had local hit records and, besides being
a member of the Meters, led the Hawkettes,
one of New Orleans' premier R&B groups.
An upright piano was a permanent fixture
around the Neville household. Not only did
his father play, but his mother played spiri-
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tuals and his great-uncle George Landry
(Big Chief Jolly of the Wild Tchoupitoulas)
was a frequent visitor who was known to
knock out some bawdy blues on the upright.
Not surprisingly, one of I van's most vivid
childhood memories was the excitement
that surrounded his father's massive 1966
hit , "Tell It Like It Is',' which shot to
number two in the country. "Yeah, it was
really exciting," recalls Ivan. "But what I
remember the most about it was my friends
coming up to me and saying, "How come
you ain't rich? Your daddy's got a big hit
record- you ought to be millionaires:' That
made me realize there was a lot more to
making records than just music. You got to
get your business together, too."
Family noteriety aside, Ivan grew up just
as any other kid in Uptown New Orleans,
attending St. Stephen's church and school
on Napoleon Avenue. Ivan's first musical
instrument turned out to be an inexpensive
Japanese electric guitar his mother bought
when he was 10, which he found difficult to
master and soon abandoned. "My parents
let me do what I wanted. They didn't push
me towards music, but they didn't discourage
me either. One day I remember a friend of
my dad brought his son over to sing so my
dad could hear. Well, I decided I could
sing just as good as that kid so I started
singing and I think that day my dad noticed
I had some music inside of me, too:'
The family's piano became the object of
Ivan's attention as he grew into his teens.
Although he received no formal training,
there was always somebody in the family
to show him a chord and I van still has
vivid memories of James Booker playing
and offering his encouragement in the
Neville living room. "Back then I was really
into playing Stevie Wonder and Michael
Jackson tunes. I'd listen to their records
and try to form the chords on the piano.
"I really decided I wanted to be a musician
when I was in high school at Cohen. We
had a talent show and I entered , playing
the piano and singing. I was real nervous at
first but then I got it together and felt
real confident. When I finished everybody
applauded and I won. I decided afterwards

that I wanted to be a professional musician:'
Ivan continued his musical growth by
playing with various pickup bands around
town for parties and school dances where
the emphasis was on covers of latest top 40
funk hits. Ivan had no trouble composing
new material, even from the beginning. "I
always had ideas for my own tunes even
when I started to play," says I van, drumming
his fingers on the coffee table. " I'd get a
melody going around in my head and try to
play it. Then I'd try to think of some words
that would fit the melody. It's not that
much different today. I just never had any
problem coming up with my own ideas:'
After graduating from high school, Ivan
formed his own group, the Renegades, with
Gerald Tillman and a variety of his Cohen
musical buddies. The group stayed together
more than a year, playing most of the Uptown music clubs and a few school dances.
In the meantime his father and his uncles,
Charles , Art and Cyril, had amalgamated
as the Neville Brothers, replacing the defunct Meters as New Orleans' top club
attraction.
Ivan and the Renegades were eventually
absorbed by the Neville Brothers in 1979,
time when the Nevilles were experimenting with a variety of rhythm sections. "We
fit in real well. I knew the music because
a lot of the tunes we played were the same.
Once everybody got comfortable with me
around they were open to my ideas and
tunes:'
The first indication of the group's respect
for Ivan's suddenly blossoming songwriting
talents was the release of "Dance Your Blues
Away," the flipside of "Sweet Honeydripper,"
a single the group put out on their own
Cookie label which became a popular jukebox item in New Orleans.
On stage , Ivan's confidence grew as his
playing and singing was taking the Neville s
sound one step further. When the Neville s
signed with A&M Records to have producer
Joel Dom work on the Fiyo On The Bayou
album the stage seemed to be set for Ivan's
step into the national spotlight. But such
was not the case.
"Joel Dorn said I couldn't play the kind
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of sound that he was looking for!" says
Ivan, with more puzzlement than bitterness in his voice. " I don't know what sound
he was looking for, but I sure didn't think
much of the album. I mean, what's the
point in doing a bunch of old Meters tunes
when you've got lots of fresh material?"
Frustrated by Dorn's slight, Ivan started
another group, the Uptown All Stars, which
covered much of the same territory the
Renegades had. Ivan's big break finally
occurred in 1981 when he got a surprise call
from the group Rufus and their producer
George Duke from Los Angeles.
"They came down to see us one night at
Jimmy's when they were in town to do a
gig at the Saenger," explains Ivan. "They
liked what we were doing and invited us to
see them at the Saenger. I gave them a
tape of some of my tunes hoping maybe
there might be something they'd be interested in.
"I don't know if they listened to the tape,
but they called me about a year later and
asked me to come out to California. Well,
they called at just the right time because
the All Stars weren't making much money
and the Neville thing wasn't happening.
"The Rufus album went beautiful, man,"
exclaims Ivan, who contributed one song
and sang lead on five numbers on the Seal
In Red Lp. "They really liked my tunes
and my playing. I got my own publishing
company started [Sunset Beach I so the
business and the music was right.
"I really got familiar with the studio in
L.A. because there was a lot of work on
that album. Things went great because
there's so much more energy out there.
Things just seem to get done faster there:'
His work with Rufus has been highly
lauded and his songwriting talent sought
after. But Ivan felt his first allegiance was
to the Nevilles so he returned to New Orleans
at Mardi Gras of this year to rejoin the
group and work on an album the Nevilles
hope to record. "That's what I'm doing
right now, just waiting for this album t o i J
happen:'
After rumors of involvement by the
Rolling Stones and various major labels,
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Ivan admits "the Nevilles album is still at
an unknown status. I don't know if Keith
Richards is going to be involved at all now.
What I understand is MCA is really interested and that they're trying to match us
with a well-known producer.
" It won't be much work when we get
started because we've got 15 tunes down
on tape [demos J. I've written ten and couple
of them were with my dad. Cyril wrote a
couple of good tunes and of course Art too.
Even though it seems like it's taking a long
time to get this deal together, the group's
morale is still high. Remember, man, we're
a family and that helps. Everybody communicates with each other and everything's
cool."
Besides working on the "Neville tapes,"
Ivan has also dabbled in some local projects.
He's recently been credited as the producer
on two local rock efforts by the Backbeats
and Lenny Zenith's Pop Combo. "I didn't
really produce them," qualifies Ivan. " I
wasn't in the studio when they were recorded. I helped them mix sound because
I've got some experience in the studio:•
But most importantly there's the songwriting. Ivan explains his formula. " I can't
just sit down and say, 'Well, today I'm gonna
write a song: Sometimes I'll just come across
a nice chord change and try to work it into
a melody that I'm fooling around with on
the keyboard (Ivan usually isn't too far
from a piano or his portable keyboard).
Then I'll put it down on a cassette so I
can try to work on it. Once I get the kind
of rhythm or melody going I'll try to think
of some words to go with it. Maybe I'll
hear something catchy that I heard in the
street. It doesn't have to come out of your
life, you can just make something up."
Ivan explains he's very "sales conscious"
in his approach to writing. "I'm definitely
oriented to hits because that's how you
make your money. I've got three really good
tunes I laid down for the Neville album
that could be hits if they get the right
push. No doubt about it."
Besides the Neville project, Ivan plans
to return to California to work on the next
Rufus album for Warner Brothers. He has
also toyed with the idea of starting his own
group down the road called the Shadows.
Not surprisingly, he's already thinking about
his own solo album. "I'm not writing all
these songs for other people," laughs Ivan.
"But right now the important thing is to get
some tunes on other people's albums. That
gives you respect so when I'm ready to get
my own deal I'll be able to show that I can
do something:'
I van is aware that to realize his goal
as a songwriter he will have to do it somewhere other than New Orleans. "L.A. is
the place to be," confirms Neville. "There's
just not enough happening in New Orleans.
It kind of scares me sometimes because it
seems like New Orleans hasn't changed in
twenty years. It's a shame to see guys that
had big hit records that can't even get gigs
anymore and have to drive cabs for a living.
"There's just a better market in L.A.
because that's where all the labels and
studios are. I don't want to just play gigs
the rest of my life. I want to write songs:'

ny Zenith
And Pop Combo
Armed with his songs and a new
band that cooks, Lenny is ready
to take on the pop charts.

L

enny Zenith first gained a small measure of notoriety as a singer/ songwriter in a local band called RZA. Projecting
a naive but confident sincerity, he'd bound
up on to a P.A. speaker and bang out barre
chords in an image of consummate androgyny, all the while singing his little poseur's
heart out. RZA, in its various incarnations
was always one of those bands that seemed
to bore as many people as it excited; the
message-oriented material delivered in such
a predictable format often seemed just a
little too pretentious and contrived.
It's been a couple of years since the
heyday of RZA, a few solo gigs and a lot
of songs later, but Lenny Zenith is back
with a new group called Pop Combo, a
band that can jam pack a bar with sweaty
teenagers faster than you can say Jordache
or Duran Duran, and in terms of musical
intelligence, chops, and simple dynamics,
Pop Combo is a far more interesting band
than RZA ever was.
There's more energy here, more humor:
to close out their first set, Pop Combo
will take the Latino bop of "La Bamba,"
speed it up and beef it up with jungle tom
toms, then slip in a verse of "Twist and
Shout" just to keep the party going at full
throttle. Everybody dances because they
obviously find it such fun, including the
band.
Drummer Steven Fisher and bassist Gary
Parky form quite a funky rhythm section,
considering they're white boys playing pop
music. Given the right material (like "La
Bamba/ Twist and Shout") they can smoke.
Fisher, almost unbelievably, has never
played in a band before, and Parky is a
recent graduate of Berklee School of Music.
Lead guitarist Bruce Blaylock's roots are
firmly in R&B, and the former Nightrider
has excellent phrasing and tonal command
(his black Strat is equipped with a StratBlaster signal booster, front humbucking
pickup, and runs through an awesomely
powerful Boogie tube amp). Zenith's rhythm
guitar is the weakest link in the musical
chain (his tenor being one of the strongest),
but then, suburban troubadors have never

a

needed to be virtuosos anyway.
In the interim between bands, Lenny
played several acoustic solo gigs, troubador style, singing mostly serious songs about
life and love and society and conformity
and rebellion. These types of songs form
much of the Pop Combo repertoire. Unfortunately none of them are as silly as "La
Bamba/ Twist and Shout:' As a writer, Mr.
z. often steers perilously close to becoming
an Elvis Costello clone, using many of the
latter's structural devices ("pure pop"-era
chord changes, double puns, etc.) but often
without the stinging acidity of Costello's
cynicism. One thing Lenny has never been
short on is confidence: "I think my songs
are really good, competitive with some of
the better songwriters today. I could sit
down and play a song for anybody and virtually dare them to tell me it's not a good
song. I have that much confidence in the
music:'
These songs have found their way to
the soon-to-be-released Pop Combo EP, a
record that will serve as their calling card
in the upcoming move to the West Coast.
"I think it's really important for our band
to get out of New Orleans," Lenny insists.
"It's the best move we could make right
now and I think we'd be very competitive
on the Los Angeles scene. The A&R people
are out there, they'll come in, check us out
and say 'They were right, these guys really
are good!"' And of local predecessors like 8
the Red Rockers who have landed this kind a:
of deal? "They deserve it, they had the
balls to get out there and do it!"
•
Pop Combo: Bruce Blaylock, Gary Parky, Steven Fisher along with Lenny Zenith
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utumn in Louisiana is festival time,
and the state that proudly boasts
the Catahoula Cur as its state
hound can also lay claim to one of the
world's great ethnic music festivals, the
Cajun Music Festival in Lafayette's Girard
Park on September 17 and 18.
The Cajun Music Fest is one part of the
larger Festivals Acadiens, which includes
the Bayou Food Festival, and several trade
and crafts fairs, including the Nature
Crafts Festival.
While the crafts fairs will give local craftspeople an opportunity to display, sell , and
demonstrate traditional crafts practiced
before 1900, the Bayou Food Festival runs
11 a.m. to 6 p.m. Saturday and Sunday and
features mouth watering boudin,jambalaya,
gumbo, and etoufee at good prices. But the
really big draw of the weekend is the music.
A quick scan of the festival schedule
reveals the diversity of this year's lineup.
The fiddle and the accordion are the two
primary instruments in traditional Cajun
music and both are well represented with
old-timey style Hector Duhon and the
versatile Dewey Balfa appearing, as well as
a granddaddy of Cajun stringmen, the legendary Dennis McGee. Michael Doucet
will bring his wide-ranging eclecticism to
Beausoleil's Sunday performance. Traditional accordion pumpers Octa Clark, Don
Montoucet, and Bois Sec Ardoin (whose
cousin, the late Amade Ardoin, is known
as the greatest of the Black French vocalists
and accordionists) will be there, as well
as the rocking zydeco stomp of Dopsie
and the Zachary Richard Band. Yin
Bruce and D. L. Menard (the "Cajun
Hank Williams") cap off Saturday evening
with their smooth Cajun-Country blend.
Logistically speaking, there are basically
two ways to get to Lafayette from New
Orleans by car: via Baton Rouge and l-10
or the slower route up Highway 90, through
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LUIGI'S
beautiful communities like Gibson and
Franklin. Once there you can choose from
fifteen motels in the area ranging from the
300-room Sheraton Acadiana on Pinhook
Road to the 27-room Pok E Dot Inn on
Cameron Street. Chez Pastor and Prejeans
Restaurant have good seafood and less
arcane American dishes can be had at
Dwyer's Cafe.
Mais, you mark September 17 and 18
down on your calendar, chere, and we see
you in Lafayette to pass a good time,
•
all right?

PRESENTS
10:30 PM 11Ll

SEPTEMBER
14th-THE RADIATORS
21st-THE RADIATORS

6325 ELVSIAN FIELDS (ACROSS FROM U.N.O.)

283-1592

FESTIVAL DE MUS/QUE
A CADJENNE

THE AFFORD ABLE
PORTABLE.
TDK D Cassettes are designed for people
who travel in fast company. The
perfectly engineered tape for your
personal cassette player.

Girard Park, Lafayette
Saturday II a.m. -6:30 p.m.
Sunday II a.m. -6:30p.m.
Free Admission

Saturday, September 17, 1983
ll a.m. - 12:30

NOW$3 .99

Wayne Toups or Belton Richard
12:30 -2 p.m.
Hadley Castille and Cajun Grass
2 p.m. - 3:30 p .m.
Zachary Richard Band
3:30-5 p.m.
Hector Duhon, Octa Clark
and The Dixie Ramblers
5-6:30 p.m.
Vin Bruce and D. L. Menard

D-C60 2 Pack-$2.99

Sunday, September 18, 1983

Regular Price $4.95

The Plaza in Lake Forest- New Or1eana, LA
Airport Blvd- Mobile, AL
AcadiMa Mal~ Lafayette, LA

University Mal~ Pensacola, FL
Singing River Mal~ Gautier, MS
Cortana Mal~ Baton Rouge, LA

ReeordBar®
RECORDS, TAPES, AND A unLE BIT MORE.
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10-1 I a.m.
Dennis McGee and Wayne Fruge
11 - 12:30
Don Montouect and the Wandering Aces
12:30- 2 p.m.
Balfa Brothers Band
2-3:30 p.m.
Rockin' Dopsie
3:30-5 p.m.
Beausoleil
5-6:30
Ardoin Family Band

ART
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& the SkJn Twins
Backbeats
Dirty Dozen Brass Band
Big Bang
Lenny Zenith & Pop Combo
Tim Williams Band
Jasmine
Lee Dorsey
Zachary Richard

Having It Both Ways
Jesse Poimboeuf has gotten a lot of mileage out of ignoring that solemn dictum
of serious art, consistency.
'~

painting should work like a machine."
- Picabia
"I don't have to prove that I'm creative."
-Talking Heads

0

ne of the paintings underway at Jesse
Poimboeufs studio has a male gymnast
standing on his head in an Americana
interior as a disembowled shark floats by
on a series of airy disks. The composition
is crisp and odd and just right. The title is
'~ Myth: Lost Nature." Poimboeuf got his
impetus for the piece from a Southern
euphemism, "losing nature," which holds
that the male member turns to limp flesh
at the tender age of thirty-five and swims
away. Mr. Poimboeufs sources have always
been unusual.
It's harvest time. New paintings join the
rich dusky quality of his older canvases (I've
always thought that the biggest direct
influence that New Orleans had on my work
was the air down here, the atmosphere.
You always feel like you're looking through
something) to the lithe stark line that
distinguished his drawings and the sense of
staged visual action of his performance.
It's a three-ring circus, he's cut himself a
bigger piece of territory. In one large brown
painting, a young black boy runs down a
dark street pulling a leash of animals behind
him. In the next frame , a shaggy bushed
dog stares out of the picture in front of the
silhouette of a horse. Cool aqua outlines
define a pitcher, a tool, the horse. The
objects are thrown over the painting like a
net of language, clues. The effect is cool,
fruity, and dense, the feeling travels to the
viewer without a surface angst. In another
piece, a dog catapults over the canvas with

dots and lines drawn in the background
like reference points.
"I've always leaned toward ambiguity
because I felt it stretched meaning, but
lately I've been trying to create more direct
metaphors:' To Poimboeuf, the drawings
always seemed very sound , their linear
quality their strength. Now he is concentrating on getting that quality into the
painting. The scenes indicate a story, the
method indicates a mystery, and the impact
remains visual. The same could be said for
his performances.
This year, in addition to painting and
earning his daily bread, Poimboeuf
performed a major new piece, "Further
Mastications of Procyn Lotor, "for Deeds
and Feats, a CAC performance series that
he played a major role in organizing. In
October, Poimboeuf will travel with
co-authors Steve Cunningham and Steve
9.-veet to Washington, DC, to perform Music
from Nancy as part of the fifth annual New
Music Festival.
Jesse Poimboeuf has gotten a lot of mileage out of ignoring that solemn dictate of
serious art, consistency. He ranges wide in
his work, both in style and medium. "I always
like to have more than one thing going at a
time, whether it's drawing or music or
performance. It takes cmay from the pressure
building up and preciousness. I'm always
trying to divert myself:'
His first major piece, "Porpoise Through
a Window, " invo lved a ton of feed corn,
nine people and an audience of 700 at the
1978 Louisiana Environments exhibition.
More recently, he's chosen the personae of
an urbane raccoon as a central figure. "It
seems to make the jump to the audience
easier. That way I become a part of the
WAVELENGTH/SEPTEMBER 1983
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PEAVEY PROJECT SERIES
AT
WERLEIN'S

SEE and
TRY THEM
NOW!
The new and exciting Project Series at
Werlein's is perfect for concert grade
situations requiring moderate to very high
sound-pressure levels and medium to long
throw.
These systems are remarkably small in
size and weight, while providing very high
SPL, smooth response and wide bandwidth.
ALSO, WE HAVE 7 GREAT STORES
FULL OF PEAVEY AMPS, PA's
GUITARS & BASSES.
LOW PRICES;
EASY TERMS!
605 Can~l St. . 524-7511
Lakeside
831·2621
Oakwood .
362-3131
The Plaza In
Lake Fores1
246-6830
Biloxi, Edgewlltr 388-4070
Balon Rouge .926-6800
Jackson, MS
353-3517
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machinery, ifs less personae' fur Poimboeuf,
the idea is the important thing and
performance is exciting because it focuses
on the ideas rather than the forms. "For
me, performing is a joy because I am getting
to act out these ideas I have:' The pieces
are a brew of staging, visuals, music and
dialogue that communicate a sensibility
rather than a story line. Performance gives
Jesse a chance to work intimately with
others, a possibility thafs just not available
to painters. "lfs a definite pain in the neck
but it gives me something I just can't get
any other way. I'm not one of these people
who wants to know everything, have all the
answers. Collaborating is kind of like a
marriage. You find yourself saying, 'Well, I
don't quite agree but I can't come up with
anything better' :•
Music From Nancy was born out of a
mutual fascination of three friends with Ernie
Bushmiller's cartoon strip based on the
daily nonevents of childhood, with a
punchline. After reading the strip faithfully
for years, the three decided to do a piece
about it, translating its sparse visual language
into sound. Cunningham and Sweet assigned
each visual element a sound (Sluggo was
an Accordiotone) and then scored the piece
according to the element's movement
through the frames. The piece is performed
amid Poimboeufs giant cut outs from Nancy,
kind of Peter-and-the-\\blf-meets-John-Cage.
First performed in 1979, the show has gone
to Fort Worth and Houston prior to the
current Washington invite. Nancy was a
natural move for the three artists who bad
been putting on mini-theater for each other
for about three years.
In the mid-seventies, a friend returned
from England with a present for Steve Sweet,
a toy theater from Pollock's Toy Museum.
The mini-cardboard stage had moveable
characters and props and sets. "It came
with two plays but we got bored with those
pretty soon and started making our own,
complete with scrims and backlighting and
music. We'd do them for each other and
eventually a small group of people. We
called ourselves the Calhoun Players Guild,
kind of as a joke, but we just got more and
more into it:' Ideas for performance still
keep coming. Techtronics, electronic sound,
have made a real impact and Jesse is
fascinated by the possibility of drawing with
lasers in performance, even though dollars
continue to be a problem. "But you can
always do something with what you have,
you really can:'
With that kind of protean creative energy,
you might figure Poimboeuf has had art on
the brain since childhood. Not exactly: "I
always used to want to be a sound effects man
on the radio:' A local boy, his folks moved
from Tchoupitoulas and Napoleon out to
Jefferson Parish when River Ridge was just
country. When the time came, he chose
the University of Southwestern Louisiana
so he could move away from home, but not
too far. He happenstanced into art courses
as part of a first-year program in architecture.
Free hand drawing was just part of the
curriculum and not anything that really
caught his interest, particularly as be wasn't
WAVELENGTH/S EPTEMBER 1983

terribly good at it. "I was real naive, I just
believed what they told me. When the
teachers said, the more you draw, the better
you get, I believed them:' Drawing people
was so tough young Poinboeuf decided the
logical approach would be to break it down
into parts, one thing at a time. He reasoned
if you could draw all the different pieces
you could put them together, so he decided
to start with the foot. Sketchbooks were
due every week and he befuddled his
professors by turning in hundreds of drawings, all of feet. "It took me most of that first
year to get it right, then I started working
on the calves:'
USL proved to be a lucky accident.
Lafayette was hopping in the Sixties with a
young energetic faculty that brought in hot
shot artists and encouraged their students
to try everything: music, theater, film, dance.
Dutch Kepler, a young graphics teacher
only a couple of years older that Poimboeuf,
was particularly vital. "You got the feeling
from him that it was o'kay to work in any
medium, music, film, whatever. I guess thafs
been one of the most important things for
me:' This same period at the University
produced Sonnier, Giroud, Haro, and Dick
Landry among others.
After Lafayette, Poimboeuf did a brief
stint in graduate school in Cincinnati before
returning to New Orleans to finish up at
Thlane. With the exception of a year in
Denver, where the air is definitely not
atmospheric, he has lived here ever since.
"I never miss a chance to get out and see
more work, I'll go to Houston or New York,
wherever I can but I've never felt like I
was missing anything by living here:'
Poimboeuf bas an omnivorous visual
appetite, feeding his work as much from a
Michael Jackson performance as from Laurie
Anderson's recent appearance. His studio
reflects this foraging instinct: paint, brushes,
bits of old costumes, 3-D postcards of the
New York skyline, a newspaper clipping
of an Italian disaster, a Muybridge
monograph, an index of canine breeds. The
straw sculpture on the refrigerator is a sacred
trophy rack for New Guinea head hunters.
"People think of it as gruesome and scary
but to me it seems kind of cheerful, like a
wicker Gumbie:'
There is often a lot of spooky affection in
Poimboeufs work , familiarity mixed with
a sense of undertow. Animals, particularly
dogs , figure prominently. Intimate
companions separated by consciousness,
they are perfect vehicles for his visual
preoccupation. In his best work, the
paintings seem to hover over some personal
event moulded into a state of mind. "I
don't want to separate the idea from the
piece. I find painting to be just about the
hardest thing to do. Ifs so seductive, it
requires a different kind of discipline, a
discipline of your whole life. Some people
would call painting the fartherest thing
from work. It's the same idea that lets us
think about musicians as 'playing: They're
not playing, they're working. But the play
bas to be there too. You just have to develop
the right sense of timing:'
•
-Virginia Levie

ItS Jazz, ItS Blues,
ItS ... Reggae!
New Orleans is a great place to listen to reggae. The riddims that drive Jamaica
seem very much at home here in our tropical climate and tempo.
hat the reggae scene could have grown
T
and prospered through New Orleans'
legendary kiJler summer months seems incredible, but it's true. Not only were we
visited by a record number of first class
artists including the Gladiators, Burning
Spear, Peter Tosh, UB40 and King Sunny
Ade, but radio station WWOZ expanded
its reggae programming to almost six hours
per week, making a total between WTUL
and WWOZ of nine hours of reggae on the
airwaves every week. And New Orleans can
now boast its first resident sound system
DJ as well as its first dub poet.
Although it's an understatement to call
her sound system "small," DJ Elisa makes
up for this in enthusiasm for spreading the
good sounds of reggae. She started holding
sporadic reggae discos around town in the
winter of this year, but by the summer the
dances were becoming regular weekly
events at Borsodi's Coffee House, and she
expanded to helping organize several reggae events at N.O. School of the Arts on
Dryades Street.
Often accompanying Elisa is New Orleans
poet, Yictove. Yictove is presently preparing the re-issue of his first book of poetry.
But he's giving life to these and newer
poems by reciting over recorded dub music
as well as live drumming. Check for flyers
and ads announcing their reggae events.
While the reggae scene here is definitely
livelier than in most American cities, none-

theless it's limited to just a handful of clubs,
record stores and radio stations. There are
enough reggae enthusiasts to support a scene
bigger than the one we presently have , but
we face certain typical obstacles that stunt
growth. Reggae records are scarce, the selection in the stores being either non-existent
or limited to those artists with domestic
distributors. At least the domestic suppliers
have increased with the introduction of
the Shanachie, Rounder/ Heartbeat and
Nighthawk labels, but sadly disappearing
from the New Orleans scene is the fantastic selection of Jamaican and British reggae
imports that at one time were available at
Leisure Landing record store. Exposure to
a wide range of reggae sounds are further
limited by the booking policies of the bigger music promoters. With the exception
of occasional notable shows at clubs like
Tipitina's and Jimmy's, New Orleans promoters play it extremely conservative,
repeatedly bringing in the same "safe" acts
like Third World, Peter Tosh , Toots and
the Maytals, and Jimmy Cliff. Most of the
best reggae events occur at Tipitina's or
in conjunction with the N.O. Jazz & Heritage
Festival, and most recently on the Riverboat
President.

Another question: Why don't more New
Orleans musicians play reggae music? This
is especially puzzling when one compares
the rhythms of Jamaica to New Orleans.
The reggae drumming style is described
WAVELENGTH/SEPTEMBER 1983
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by Luke Ehrlich in Reggae International
as having " ... an ingenious element .. . of
pausing for emphasis as well as playing for
emphasis." Anyone familiar with New
Orleans' indigenous marching style rhythm
will know that Ehrlich's description of reg·
gae drumming equally applies to New
Orleans drumming. Translated into New
Orleansese, Ehrlich's description becomes
the common expression among New
Orleans musicians that "It's what you don't
play that counts:' One need only listen to
any album by New Orleans' funky Meters,
Earl King, Ernie K-Doe, the Radiators, etc.
to hear the similarities. Lee Perry was def·
initely listening to early 45's by New Orleans'
piano and organ genius, James Booker, as
well as early Meters during his early record·
ing career. In fact, "Return of Django" by
Perry is a re-working of the famous New
Orleans marching band song called "The
Second Line:• Those who think that the
reggae beat is a backwards rock'n'roll beat
might be more accurate by describing it as
backwards to the New Orleans backbeat
which also falls down on the 3, but on the
snare drum rather than the bass drum.
That the very latest reggae sounds are being
better accepted here is in part due to the
influence of Sly and Robbie's Taxi sound in
which Sly now plays a hard one drop on the
snare instead of bass drum.
While musing about why the New Orleans
reggae scene isn't bigger can be an interesting thought on a hot afternoon, it remains
true that New Orleans is a great place to
listen to reggae. The riddims that drive
Jamaica seem very much at home here in
our tropical climate and tempo. When you're
sitting in a yard listening to Jamaican
rhythms, you don't have to close your eyes
to be able to fantasize being on an island .

•

•

•

Kingston's National Arena was the setting
on July 23 for the Jamaica Festival 21 song
Competition Finals, an event that had most
of the island's ears in the Arena or tuned
to the broadcast over the radio station
WJBC. The Festival is a combination carnival and independence celebration complete
with parades, a beauty contest, gospel show,
and most important, the Festival Song Com·
petition. Although Independence was won
in 1962, the song competition wasn't be·
gun until 1966, won in that year by Thots
and the Maytals with a song called "Bam
Bam:' This year's ten finalists travelled
around the island together, performing their
festival song entries in a slick show that
was hosted by Tommy Cowan and the bad
Jose from the film The Harder They Come.
Hottest contenders this year were vocalists Ras Karbi, Lord Laro, Nadine Sutherland
(sponsored by Rita Marley and Tuff Gong)
and Roy Ranon, with the winner being Ras
Karbi and his song "Jamaica, I'll Never
Leave You Again:• WWOZ in New Orleans,
on July 30, played the 10 finalists' songs
and held a listener survey; listeners chose
Lord Laro's song, the only calypso in a bach
of reggae tunes, entitled "21 Years Ago:'
Lord Largo came in second in Jamaica.
-Gene Scaramuzzo
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Pat Savant And His La. Playboys
'French Cajun music is for one thing, and one thing only ... dancin'!'

T

he first time I saw Pat Savant he and his
Louisiana Playboys had been booked
into a one-nighter at a small suburban club
called Fitzgerald's prior to their appearance the next day at the University of Chicago
Folk Festival.
Savant took the stage sporting a short
haircut, glasses, a button-down blue shirt,
and a pair of black double knit pants, that
made him look almost "New Wave"; or as a
musician friend of mine remarked , "He
looked like the kid in your high school
science class who got straight ~s . and had
a job all lined up after college wi th Dow
Chemical :'
The funny thing is my musician friend
wasn't too far off. Savant is a junior high
school teacher in his hometown , Churc h
Point, Louisiana, and hits the road with his
band during breaks in school , and on the
weekends. He holds both a bachelor of
science, as well as a master's degree in
education.
Savant began his music career with the
Sundown Playboys back in the early Seventies, and even had a single out, "Saturday
Night Special," o n the Beatles' now defunct
Apple record labe l. In 1980, Savant struck
out on his own , forming the Louisiana
Playboys.
The music that Savant plays is a mixture
of French cajun music from the 20's, 30's
and 40's.
"Our music is contempo rary Cajun, if
you want to call it that, but it's stiJI basically the same music that I listened to at
home," says Savant, with a smile that shows
immense pride.
Savant's music is a melting pot of all
kinds of French Cajun music, and he will

do everything from the music of Joe Falcon
to the Hackberry Ramblers, and even some
Ricky Skaggs thrown in for good measure.
Now most everyone knows that Ricky
Skaggs is not exactly French Cajun , and
when Savant a nd his Playboys did Ricky's
"Heartbroke" it came off sounding like an
old movie sound track of a Korean bar
band doing a Hank Williams' tune fo r the
GI's. Despite the fact that at times French
Cajun music soulds a lot like country, and
it borrowed some instruments from country music Savant is quick to point o ut the
difference.
"In country music its the lyrics," Savant
says, building his case. "Yo u go to a bar
a nd sit and drink beer and listen. With
French Cajun music, it's for one thing, and
one thing only ... dancin'!:'
There is also a marked difference between
French Cajun music and zydeco, as played
by the bayou boogie master Clifton Chenier.
"French Caj un music dates back directly
to European soil, and has some country
music in it," explains Savant, "but it's really
not influenced by anything o utside of that.
Zydeco has some jazz a nd blues feel to it:'
To date, Savant and his Playboys (Joe
Turner drums and vocals; Ra ndy Falcon,
bass and rhythm guitar; Wallace Touchet,
fiddle , and Orsy Vanicor, steel guitar, with
Savant handling some vocals and playing
the Diatonic accordion), have o ne album
out a nd could care less about cha rt hits,
or sudden fame. Savant is interested in one
thing :
"To spread French Cajun music worldwide, and to play nothing but pure French
Cajun m usic keeping the tradition alive:'

- Jay Marvin
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REVIEWS
John Broven
SOUTH TO WUISIANA
Pelican Publishing, 368 pp, $19.95
It's amazing just how much has been written
about the music of South Louisiana without an
attempt at a definitive guide or index. Obviously someone just had to house all the facts under
one roof , and Broven , a true authority (his
other book of course is Rhythm and Blues In
New Orleans), undertook this task. By gathering together written material and financing his
own trips from England "South to Louisiana"
to collect new information and clear up contradictions , Broven has succeeded in presenting
a pretty definitive study of the music of the
bayous and provided one of the most enjoyable
and informative volumes on music to have ever
appeared.
But how could he have missed!?! What could
be more enjoyable than listening to or reading
about those lilting melodies, wailing accordions, metronome percussion (drums to rubboards), crying fiddles and unvarnished vocals?
While the mild-mannered artistry has prevented
most bayou artists (particularly Johnnie Allan,
Joseph Falcon, Lightnin' Slim and Happy Fats)
from more than fleeting wide-spread success, it
has produced truly interesting characters .
- South To Louisiana runs from the earliest
documentation and recording of Cajun music
in the twenties, pre-WW-Il slack years , its post
war recovery and development of zydeco
swamp pop in the rock 'n' rollin' Fifties, through
to its near extinction in the Sixties and the
revival that's still taking place.
Broven covers all of South Louisiana's musical
bases: cajun, blues, rock 'n' roll (or as he aptly
tags it "swamp pop"), country, R & Band soul.
But of course the music is the real entertainment and Broven wisely avoids trying to be too
analytical. What he does do is provide plenty
of color and perception by letting the singers,
the musicians and the record men tell their own
stories and mix it with factual data and his own
straight forward interpretations. The overall
effect makes the music come alive while still
charting its colorful history.
Invariably Broven's subjects are both interesting and informative (but I wish he could
have talked to Chenier). For example, J.D.
Miller's recollection of Lightnin' Slim's first
recording session is like a trip in a time machine
-you're right there in J.D.'s Crowley studio in
1954.
All factual music books are dated upon
publication so it's pointless trying to relate
what we now know to be incorrect, but there
isn't much anyway. There's a selected album
discography, a chronological listing of band
personnel, a time chart, a singles listing, a
club listing, an index (so important when a
book is so crammed full of names and places)
and above all120 incredible photos that all add
up to an unreserved recommendation. South
To Louisiana belongs on the bookshelf of
everyone with an interest in Louisiana and its
music. That's you cher, eh Ia bas!
-Almost Slim
Ace Rock n' Roll
Rock & Country 1012 (Sweden)
Yet another phoenix album rises out of the
ashes of Johnny Vincent's Ace Records. Compared to the Cheswick (England) Series (The
Ace Story Vol. 1-3) this is somewhat of a hodgepodge, sweeping up odd singles from three
decades. Even though the album has no real
focus, collectors without a long run of Ace 45s
will find this of some interest.
This isn't the place to go into the chronicle
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of Ace Records , most know of its importance
to New Orleans. Out of the 12 tunes presented,
three tunes are of particular local importance:
Big Boy Myles' "New Orleans:· Frankie Ford's
"Watchdog" and the nursery rhyme like "Little
Liza Jane" by Huey Smith.
The rest of the Ip covers Ace's odd dabblings
with rockabilly. Most interesting of the lot are
ex-Blue Cap Scotty McKay and Baton Rouge's
Dick Holler whose classic "Uh Uh Baby" finally
sees the light of day. Obscure releases by Narvel
Felts, Hersel Almond, Eddie Seacrest and Ron
Willis round out the album.
Sound quality is flawless but the liner notes
obviously lose something in their translation
from Swedish. Still this is going to interest anyone with any interest in the Ace label.
-Almost Slim
Goldband Rockabilly
Rock & Country 1015
I'm a trifle sentimental about this one since
Goldband's Eddie Shuler is my favorite person
in the record business. I've been raving about
the incredible wealth of material on the label
for years now (see WL 21, July '83) and it seems
that the rockabilly fraternity has finally caught
on too. This is an excellent companion to
Eddie's own Bayou Rock lp, even though there's
a couple of duplicates. Besides the excellent
material herein, it comes with a very nice sleeve,
copious notes, pictures, but unfortunately no
recording data.
Although this is basically rockabilly, Rockin'
Sydney's early Little Richard-like "Tell Me" is
also included. RockabiUy maniacs will think
this a godsend however with the inclusion of the
likes of Johnny Jano, AI Ferrier and Little Biii
Earl. My faves are the two rarities by Gene
Terry, whose thick Cajun accented vocals nearly
trip over the runaway rhythm section. Other
inclusions are Larry Hart's "I'm Just A Mender:·
and Guitar Jr.'s "The Crawl:' The black sheep
of this collection is Don La Fleur's version of
"Fine Fine Pretty Little Thing:• which I feel
certain is a recent vocal overdub on the original
Guitar Jr. track. Purists might also take exception
to the over-dubbed electric bass on many tracks,
but that's just one of Eddie's idiosyncracies that
you'll have to learn to live with.
-Almost Slim
Jin Rock n' Roll
Rock & Country 1016
This album and the Goldband collection are
the perfect companion to John Broven's recent
book South To Louisiana (Broven's liner notes
also grace this package). If you're at all familiar
with Jin's Golden Dozen oldies series you'll
know what to expect here. This reads like a pick
of the hits from the Jim rock n' roll catalog.
What strikes one immediately after listening
to this album is the influence Fats Domino had
on South Louisiana's rock 'n' roll sound. Such
is the case, particularly with the tunes performed
here by Billy Lewis and Phip Bo (Bo in fact uses
Domino's studio band on "She Wears My Ring").
There's even a trace of Fats in Johnnie Allan,
who contributes two classics "Let's Do It" and
"You Got Me Whistling:' Other gems are Rod
Bernard's raver " Pardon Mr. Gordon:' and
Rockin' Sydney's chaotic "She's My Morning
Coffee:' Also of interest are the two Mary McCoy
samplings " Deep Elm Blues" and "Double
Trouble:' since there weren't too many women
recorded during the "Swamp Pop" period.
The above albums are available from: Rock &
Country Records, P. 0. Box 83, S-310 58 Vessigebro, Sweden.
-Almost Slim

The Backbeats
ALL THE FUN IN THE WORLD

Petset BB-51883
The Backbeats don't seem to have been around
long enough to release a record, especially one
as accomplshed as this EP, but it's a good way
to attract attention and to show off their skill
at a variety of styles. In fact , variety is the most
prominent feature of this record, and, although
some people may be put off by it, I find it
refreshing and engaging.
Just to give a rundown of the stylistic range
available to the band , there's drum-heavy jungle
boogie (the title tune) , fairly straight ahead
rock ("The Fire Next Time"), hard funk ("What
You Got"), a modernized oldie ("What Becomes
of the Broken-Hearted"), and upbeat Caribbeanstyle pop ("It Takes a Little Bit"). The record
doesn't give much evidence of the power and
intensity of their live shows, but what record
does? Still, I don't know whether I'd say that
this extremely well-recorded record is really
representative of the band's performances. For
instance, their live shows are varied as well,
but there the different styles seem more like
different aspects of an overall stylistic breadth ,
whereas here the recorded versions of the songs
seem to have been cleaned up and focused to
the point of narrowing them into particular
genres.
But the band is still young enough to be
feeling its way toward an identity, and the fact
that no one personality seems to dominate
should help that. Guitarist Paul Sanchez and
keyboard and harmonica player John Herbert
seem to be the main writers, but everyone sings,
and Vance Degeneres seems willing to stay in
the background as a team player, doing whatever
needs to be done. In fact, if anyone stands out,
it's the guy in back , drummer Fred Leblanc,
who plays so damn hard you feel sorry for his
drumkit. And seeing them live proves that bassist
Steve Walters hasn' t lost any of that "charisma
of the vacant look" that he perfected way back
when with the Normals. All in all, this is a very
impressive record by a band with a future.
-Steve Alleman

Eddy Grant
KILLER ON THE RAMPAGE

CBS B6R 38554
Eddy Grant, a young Guyanese musician ,
producer, and recording artist, successfully
completes his fusion of Caribbean rhythms ,
rock electricity, and individual style. Killer On
the Rampage is a smashing record that features
hydraulic-pumping rhythm tracks, English-styled
synthesizer textures, and pulls it all off with a
unique brand of rockin' soul that's as personal
as it is pop. Like Prince, the Time, and the
Bus Boys, Eddy Grant's music could be roughly
described as "funky rock'n' ron:· This new black
rock reflects the continuing influence of the
new black street music on the pop mainstream.
Eddy Grant further refines this new synthesis
of musics and cultures by adding a distinct New
Orleans/ Jamaican R&B feel to the words,
melodies, and riddims. From the classic raver
"Police On My Back:' that the Clash covered
on Sandinista!, to his own previous solo outing,
Walking On Sunshine (a steel drum-cumsynthesizer record) , Eddy Grant has demonstrated a wide range of talents and modes of
expression. The first cut, "Electric Avenue:•
features a booming funk bass and new wave
synthesized effects for a stunning combination
that should be a world-wide breakthrough. "I
Don't Wanna Dance" and "War Party" mix
undercurrents of political observation with

good time vibes. Eddy Grant's feel for serious
shining on and relaxed ability for getting it on
should prove an intoxicating mix for audiences
anywhere.
-William D. White

Clarence "Gatemouth" Brown
ONE MORE MILE

Rounder 2034
This album is the product of the recording
session I reported on in Wavelength 29 (March
1983). The result is a relaxed sound with Gate
and the band comfortable and perfectly rehearsed. The years don't seem to have aged
his playing -only the tempo has changed.
Instead of that intense, raw, downhome Texas
blues sound, we now get more laid back, jazzier
renditions. This is not a complaint: it's merely
acknowledgement of the man's adaptability.
One More Mile is a good album in almost
every way. In fact, I prefer it to his last effort,
the Grammy award winning "Alright A gain."
My personal favorites are the title track , by
Gate's present horn arranger Homer Banks,
and the rework of Jr. Parker's "Stranded:' But
just about everything else is of equal high quality.
A few of the tunes have some annoying fade outs
but it's still good to have an album around today.
-Almost Slim
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THEY ALL PLAYED THE TIGER RAG
Folkways RBF 48
Blake: "The tigers of wrath are wiser than the
horses of instruction:• And even though one
might substitute any other mammals (ornate
shrews, nutrias, muskoxen , what have you) for
the metaphorical beasts, the tune as here recorded is distinctly if not diversely feline. Since
all fifteen versions are Classic in format (wearyingly so), my own favorite version- by Les Paul
and Mary Ford-is not included (being not just
post-Classic, but positively Atomic in style).
Like "High Society:• which it resembles in
melodic structure, "Tiger Rag" is a number
with great ensemble and solo possibilities, and
doesn't really exist in a single definitive interpretation-while "High Society" will forever
dwell in the mighty penumbra cast by Alphonse
Picou's clarinet run, and will be inconceivable
without it.
No matter the Parnassian appeal of the
participants, enough is enough. The record is a
genuine notion-and-novelty, beginning with Jelly
Roll Morton's explanation of how the tune as
she exists sprang full blown, Athena-like, from
his head: he first discusses and demonstrates
the old quadrille of deathly bounce which he
(singlehandedly) changed into the popular
dance tune (only the fourth variation of the
quadrille resembles the song now)-"A person
said once, 'Sounds like a tiger howlin: and I
said to myse lf, Fine, that's the name .. :• This
opening has less to do with the Rag than with
the already-established fact that Morton's genius
was as a raconteur (and bandleader) rathe r
than as a pianist.
The rest of the reco rd presents some fairly
expected treatments: Earl Hines' 1928 piano
solo is, as expected, amazing while the 1929
Ell ington version is , as expected, arch and
frenetic. Something called Charles Dornberger's
Orchestra provides a Twenties hokum version
that is more Spike Jones than jazz, and the
Original Dixieland Jazz Band's rendition of this,
their most popular number, sounds merely
cacophonous and primitive.
The few surprises here are late on the recordWAVELENGTH/SEPTE MBER 1983
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the last three tracks: Ozzie Nelson's swing
band (! !) includes some fine seamless swing
fiddle by Sid Brokaw; the Benny Goodman
Trio version (1934) with its echoey sound is as
fast and fancy as all the small Goodman group
records (and I can't think of one I'm not fairly
partial to) and includes some eerie minors during
Krupa's solo; the Art Tatum rendition, recorded
in 1933 during his first session, is his "usual"
but always engaging hybrid of stride, cocktail
lounge zaniness and Lisztian variations.
-Jon Newlin
Sounds d'Afrique II
Mystic Winds, Tropic Breezes
India Navigation In 1049
A collection of buoyant, funky, and sizzling
hot jams from African rock and pop, Sounds
d'Afrique II is a much heavier, bass-inflected
dance floor sound than last year's companion
volume of Afro-pop , Sounds d'Afrique. Most
of the tracks on this album fall into the broad
category of "Congolese:· One of the most influential styles of African pop music, the
"Soukous" compiled here reflects the French
colonial pasts of much of Central and West
Africa while simultaneously mirroring traditional
indigenous drumming and vocal patterns. "Soukous is a dance music. Soukous is the body
movement which goes with the dance music.
Soukous is a word understood throughout Frenchspeaking Africa. It simply means: going out,
checking the music, dancing, and , cool or passionate, having the Best Time:'
African music has become understood as
more than simply a carrier for cross-cultural
exchange and a fertile ground of complex and
interesting polyphony for Western musicians
and audiences. The ideas and ideals behind
the finest African music, with its holes and
spaces for ensembles to play through in cooperation rather than only competition, speak
of another way to live and breathe.
- WiUiam D. White
Various
RAGTIME PIANO REVIVAL
Folkways RBF-49
Folkways Records provides acoustical documentation of an amazing variety of cultural and
historical phenomenon, and in the process has
recorded or re-released much interesting,
unusual, and often wonderful music. A new
release from Folkways is Ragtime Piano Revival,
compiled and annotated by David A. Jasen.
Many reissues of ragtime 78's recorded in
the heyday of ragtime have become available
in recent years, as have records of ragtime piano
rolls , and fairly faithful interpretations of
original ragtime sheet music by contemporary
pianists. This record , however, as the liner notes
state, "is the first to reissue those rags which
first appeared o n the 45 rpm disc:• This album
chronicles not the heyday of ragtime from the
turn of the century to the early 1920's, but rather
the first ragtime revival , which took place after
World War II. The collection consists of rags
recorded from the late 1940s through 1969, with
most selections from the 1950s. Side one presents interpretations from this period of rags
dating back to the era when ragtime was in its
original popularity, and the second side is devoted to recordings of new rags composed during
the revival.
Included in this album are such selections as
the million-selling hit of the revival "The Crazy
Otto Medley:' "Oriental Blues:· which became
familiar as Ernie Kovacs' theme song, and
original compositions by such notables as Joe
"Fingers" Carr and Dick Hyman.
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Now3
Maple Street
BookShops
on Maple Street

Maple Street Book Shop
7523 Maple Street
866-4916
fiction • travelguides • biography • mysteries • cookbooks
Autographed copies Walker Percy's books
Signed, limited "Lost in the Cosmos"
We're happy to special order!!!

Maple Street Children's
Book Shop
7529 Maple Street
861·2105
Classic & Contemporary children's
literature • tapes • records

Maple Street Second·Hand
and Rare Book Shop
7529 Maple Street
861-2105
Trace service on out·of·print titles
Bring old books for credit
(help us stock our new shop)

All stores open daily
10-6 (Except Sunday)
convenient to 1\tlane
and Loyola Campus

The ragtime heard in Ragtime Piano Revival
is mostly in the " novelty" ragtime style of composers like Zez Confrey rather than in the
more serious "classical" ragtime style of
composers like Scott Joplin. Many of the selections were recorded on purposely out of tune
pianos, accompanied by often flippant rhythm
sections, and sometimes even by humorous
sound effects. While the results are sometimes
amusing, they are more often overly cute, and
the music suffers as a result. The first ragtime
revival , as reflected in this record, seems to have
by and large looked back on ragtime only as a
light-hearted novelty o f the past, rather than as
a beautiful, sincere music capable of evoking
many moods, as ragtime was discovered to be
in the second ragtime revival which followed
the use of several Joplin compositions in the
sound track to the motion picture The Sting.
While this album is interesting and does contain some selections of musical merit, it is not
for the listeners who insist that their ragtime
be "authentic:' Ragtime Piano Revival reflects
an era's conception of ragtime rather than ragtime as it was played in its heyday.
-Dan Meyer
Arthur Blythe
LIGHT BLUE
Columbia FC 38661

1801 AIRLINE HWY.
BETWEEN WILLIAMS BLVD. &
THE AIRPORT

468-8790

fish

head

music

R&iliators
September Schedule
Fri. 2 .................... Tupelo's
Sat. 3 .................. President
Sun. 4 ... . ... ....... Dream Palace
Fri. 9 .. ... ..... . . . ...... Tipitina's
Sat. l 0 ....... . ........ Maple Leaf
Fri. 16 . . ... . ...... Bennie French's
Sat. 17 ................... Jimmy's
Tues. 20 ................ Tipitina's
Fri. 23 .............. Dream Palace
Sat. 24 ................ Maple Leaf
Thurs. 29 ...... .. ... ..... Chimes

Baton Rouge

Fri. 30 ..... . ..... ....... Tipitina's
For complete monthly listings of Radiators'
upcoming appearances, record info,
original song lyrics and other news on
topics ranging from The Law of the Fish
to Life on Mars, send name and address to:
Fish Headquarters
140 S. Clark St.
New Orleans, LA 70119
504-488-0493

and you'll receive the Radiators'
monthly newsletter

Arthur Blythe plays Thelonious Monk, in a
classic blues groove and in the now familiar
Blythe avant/ mainstream slight-of-hand. Performing an album of classics by a recently past
master, Blythe is reaching o ut to the trad jazz
fan as much as anyone. Still, at the same time ,
it is Monk , after all, perhaps the most illunde rstood widely acknowledged jazz saint.
Blythe plays the unpredic table twists and turns
of Monk's compositions like " Epistrophy" and
"Off Minor" with daring and aplomb. A deep
blues feeling suffuses the entire project in a
mood of transcendent melancholia. With the
unconventional instrume ntation of the Blythe
quintet (tuba and cello in addition to guitar
and drums) and the grand tone Black Arthur
brings out of the saxophone, tunes like "Coming
In On the Hudson" and "Nutty" elucidate new
depths and sonorities implicit in the creativity
of the music a nd the musicians alike.
-William D. White

natural fiber
clothing
432 Barracks
524 .. 7370

James Newton
JAMES NEWTON
Gramavision GR8205
In their recording both separately and together, James Newton and Anthony Davis are
establishing a high standard for the new chamber
music they are producing (although this direction
scarcely contains the whole of their musical
output) out of an inspired fusion of the black
classical tradition of jazz, the European ambition
of the drifting Third Stream, and cagey deployment of world musics in alternately minimal and
lushly romantic settings. The subtlety and distinction of their art is so refined and complex
yet so utterly simple and human that their warm
playing and clear, invigorating ideas never fail
to thrill. The orchestral language of this new
music pays close attention to the sound of the
instruments themselves, as well as the strncture
of compositional grammar. The common touch,
a way with a phrase, or progression, this music
reflects the sensitivity and sensibility of its
creators. Billy Strayhorn's "Daydream" is the
only non-original in the clutch, including "Budapest'' which Newton said took a nod from Charles
Mingus while "Ismene" was chiefly inspired by
a wink from Thelonious Monk.
-William D. White
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8316 Oak Street
866-9359
23

CONCERTS
Saturday, 3
Diana Rosa, who when last heard of
wanted Muscles (or maybe Mussels
alive-alive-oh!), Mississippi Gulf Coast
Coliseum, Bilox i; t ickets at
601 -388-8222.

Monday, 5
.lames Taylor, just a knockin'
around the zoo on a Monday
afternoon--though the show begins at
8; Audubon Zoo Pavillion.
Elvia Costello and the Attractions; Aztec Camera (they had a
calendar, guess a camera wasn't out
of reach), LSU Assembly Center.

Wednesday, 14
Men At Work; Mental As
Anythlng,Steamer
President.
Already Sold Out, by the by.

Thursday, 15
New Orl-na Phllahrmonlc Sym·
phony Gala Performance with
Leontyne Price, Orpheum Theatre,
8 p.m., 524-0404 for information.
Men At Work; Mental As
Anything, LSU Assembly Center; not
Already Sold Out, by the by.

Sunday, 18
Robert Plant, Mississippi Gulf Coast
Coliseum, Biloxi; ticket information at
601-388·8222.

Tuesday,20
New Orleans Philharmonic·
Symphony Orchestra, Orpheum
Theatre , 524·0404; works by
Bach/Webern, Schubert and Entremont performing Mozart's Piano Concerto No.17 in G, Koechel 453.

Saturday, 24
The Last Ride, at Pontchartrain
Beach. In what sounds like a
C.A.C./Musicians-Local cast disaster
film, the participants are, among
others, Fats Domino (the Big Zephyr
of local music), Irma Thomas, the New
Leviathan, Ramsey Mclean, Richard
Landry, Mama Roux, An Island, the
Pfister Sisters, the New Leviathan
Oriental Fox Trot Orchestra, Ballistics,
the Contemporary Combo, De Last
Ride Revue, the Zephyr Sound Project,
and a great deal more since this chivaree goes on from 11 a.m. until the
clock strikes twelve.

Tuesday, 27, Wednesday,
28 and Thursday, 28
New Orleans Philharmonic·
Symphony Orchestra, conducted
by Philippe Entremont; Orpheum
Theatre, 524-0404. Works by Brahms,
Lalo, Mozart, Milhaud and Roussel; by
subscription or individual ticket; information at 524·0404.

FESTIVALS
Saturday-Sunday, 1 0-11 ,
8th Annual Stone Creek
Horseshoe Tournament and
f'eatlval, Monroe, La. (actually 8
miles north on Highway 139 in Swartz,
Louisiana). Information from Greg
Smith at 318-343-8916.

FILMS
Loyola's Film Buffa Institute,
895·3196. Thurs.1: Blackmail, Hitchcock's first talkie, and no great
shakes but with the famous " knife-
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knife-knife" scene at the breakfast
table after the hapless heroine has
stabbed a would-be seducer (Cyril Rit·
chard!) and the glorious matte-shot
chase through and over the British
Museum. Fri.9: M , Fritz Lang's great
1931 film about a mass murderer of
children played by a fat-scared-sweaty
Peter Lorre hunted by both the police
(headed by Otto Wernicke as the om·
niiscient Inspector Lohmann) and the
underworld, whose normal activities
are disrupted by the large-scale
manhunt; a classic . Tues.13: A/ex·
ander Nevsky • Eisenstein's 1938
medieval pageant-good music by
Prokofiev-and the famous Battle on
the Ice, much heraldry and peculiar armor and helmetry, especially among
the Knights of the Teutonic Order (the
bad guys) but not one of Eisenstein's
better films. Mon.19: La Regie de Jeu,
for some of us Renoir's 1939 comedy
of bad manners if the greatest film of
all-a microcosm of the 20th Century tragedy and what went wrong during the long weekend between the
wars; very funny and very poignant.
With wonderful performances by Nora
Gregor, Marcel Dalia, Mila Parely,
Gaston Modot, innumerable others.
Tues.20: Nashville, Altman's Victorian
novel about the Bicentennial, country
music and politics and 48 characters
of disparate type in Music City; a
strange mixture of Trollope and Tam·
my Wynette; with Lily Tomlin, Barbara
Harris, Ranee Blakeley, Henry Gibson,
Geraldine Chaplin, Keith Carradine,
Robert Doqui, Barbara Baxley, dozens
of others. Thurs.22: Bring Me The
Head of Alfredo Garcia, a favorite of
schlock horror writer Stephen King,
and proof that the once-promising
Sam Peckinpah lost his head; Warren
Oates is the bounty hunter, Emilio Fer·
nandez the villainous rich bandido
Garcia; Kris Kristofferson appears
briefly as a rapist. Tues.27: Satyricon,
Fellini 's peep beneath the toga of
Nero's Rome from Petronius'
fragments; no conventional narrative
structure-much enigmatic gore. With
Martin Potter and Hiram (biggest
camp in the state of Georgia) Keller
as the lovers Ascyltus and Encolpius,
Max Born as the poloymorphous
perverse Gitone, Capucine, Alain
Cuny, Fanfulla, Lucia Bose, and the
glorious anecdote of the Widow ol
Ephesus. Films are shown in various
rooms in Bobet Hall; $1 .50 single ad·
mission, or by season subscription.
Prytanla, 5339 Prytania, 895-4513.
Fri.9 through Thurs.15: Fanny and
Alexander, his last film-it isn't
alas-but it is a lengthy, and supposedly charming comedy about
children, ghosts, an evil clergyman.
the theatre, an unhappy marriage, a
happy family, disillusionment, mag1c
and any number of other Bergman ian
preoccupations; fortunately set at the
turn of the century when some ol
Bergman 's best films take place).
Fri.16 through Thurs.22: Say Amen,
Somebody! a documentary about
gospel, and supposed to be smashing
stuff too, including such elders of Zion
as Thomas A. Dorsey and Sallie Mar·
tin, and more modern treasures like
the Campbell Sisters. Fri.23 through
Thurs.29: The Night of the Shooting
Stars, a fanciful recreation by the
much-lauded Taviani Brothers of the
liberation of a small part of Italy.
Swiss Cinema at Tulane,
McAlister Auditorium, sponsored by
the Swiss Consulate. Sun.18: Light
Years Away, about the relationship
between a crazy old man and a young
drifter, directed by Alain Tanner who

also made such lauded efforts as Le
Sa/amandre, Jonah Who Will Be 25 in
the Year 2000 and Le Retour d'Afrique, and Lettre a Freddy Buache a

short by Jean-Luc (oh I wish I was in
the land of Calvin) Godard. Mon.19: La
Provinciale by miniaturist Claude
Goretta, another much praised Swiss
director; with Nathalie Baye, Bruno
Ganz and the statuesque Angela
Winkler. Tues.20: The Inventor by Kurt
Gloor with sloe-eyed Bruno Ganz
(again). Wed.21: Schatten der Engel by
Daniel Schmid, the most far-out of
Swiss filmmakers, with the late R.W.
Fassbinder and the ex-Frau Fassbinder, Ingrid Caven, in the cast.
Thurs.22: Les petits fugues by Yves
Yersin. Fri.23: The Boat Is Full by
Markus lmhoof. Thurs.29: Handicapped Love by Marlies Graf, which from
stills looks like something else again
-four handicapped people (including
a thalidomide victim) attempt to
escape the inevitable isolation of their
situation.
Tulane TUCP Films, McAlister
Auditorium . Generally open only to
Tulane students; Friday films are at 8,
or at midnight, Saturday films at 8,
Wednesdays and Sundays at 7:30; the
latter are free. Sat.2: Endangered
Species at 8. Sat.3: An Officer and a
Gentleman. Sun.4: Giant, the George
Stevens behemoth in which James
Dean strikes oil and goes gray-Rock
Hudson and Liz Taylor already have
plenty. Fri.9: Dark Crystal at midnight.
Sat.1 0: Porky's. Fri.16: First Blood, not
too bad nonsense about Sylvester
Stallone (looking great for a change)
as a semi-demented veteran who
practically demolishes a small Northwest town singlehanded because the
cops are rude to him. Sat.17: The
Lords of Discipline. Sun.24: 2001: A
Space Odyssey, Stanley Kubrick's
voyage to Jupiter which takes almost
as long as the real thing-a "head"
movie in its day. Wed.28: Hair, an
about-equal mixture of the exquisite
and the awful in this overly-belated film
of the "American Tribal Love Rock
Musical" with songs cut out and plot
hemstitched in. Fri.30: The Man Who
Fell To Earth at midnight, In its uncut
version; excessively tricky in its fancy mosaic-like exposition, but the picture has an authentic tragic edge and
Bowie and the soundtrack and the
final punchline are all marvelous.

PLAYS
I.e Petit Theatre, 616 St. Peter,
522-9958. Through Sat.17: South
Pacific, about Nellie the Nurse
washing men right out of her hair and
Bloody Mary making happy talk and all
the rest of them. Reservations.
Pitt Theatre, 6201 Elysian Fields,
288-1611. Fri., Sat., Sun. 9, 10, 11 : An
Evening with Quentin Crisp, in which
the dais is occupied by the selfdescribed "stately homos of
England," who has (all too belatedly)
become an international celebrity and
who once wrote: "On the day war was
declared, I went out and bought two
pounds of henna. We might be in for
a thin time of it." Tickets to this event
are $10.
Pla~ers Dinner Theatre, 1221
Airline Highway, 835-9057. Through
Oct.30: Brigadoon, the Lerner &
Loewe business about two Gls who
stumble across a (not just sleepy but
somnolent) Scottish village that comes
to life once a day each century. Not
everyone's cup of haggis.

The Rose, 201 Robert, Gretna,
367-4500. Woody Allen's Play It Again
Sam about a nebbish film critic (redundancy) who seeks romantic advice
from the shade of the late Humphrey
Bogart.
Theatre Marlgn~, 616 Frenchmen,
944-2653. Tennessee Williams' Vieux
Carre, dealing with the various imbroglios in a boarding house run by the
harpy Mrs. Wire, populated by what
were once known as Bohemians and
what are still known as riff-raff; very
long, at least semi-autobiographical,
directed and performed by the usual
troupe over here (who were sensational in Die Gnadiges Fraulein, easily one of the best local theatre presentations of recent years.
Toulouse Theatre, 615 Toulouse,
522-7852. Slated for a gala reopening
in the middle of this month, consisting
of precisely what we do not know.

Arts Line, 522-ARTS. A daily recording of cultural events.
Delgado Communlt~ College
Fine Arts Galler~, 615 City Park
Ave., 483-4002. Now here's one the
Southern Reporter ought to cover:
"Recordings from an Artist's Eye," a
series of corutroom drawings of Louisiana and national trials by Sharon
Falk (back in art school they tried to
get us to do this sort of thing, but I
thought the trial of Joan of Arc was an
awful bore and didn't get one good
sketch out of it frankly; did a bit better with Mary Queen of Scots, though.)
G•lerle Slmonne Stern, 2727 Prytania, 895-3824. Through September:
Various group shows by Galerie
artists.
A Galle~ For Fine Photogr•ph~,
5432 Magazine, 891-1002. A
retrospective of two decades of
photographs by modern master Minor
White.
Historic New O.....ns Collection,
533 Royal Street, 523-4662. Through
December 2: I Remember New
Orleans: The Movies, a nostalgic
survey of the theatres and events and
people that flourished, oh, not so very
long ago.
Klnko's Copies, 1140 S. Carrollton.
Through Mon.12: " Nozone," a kinetic
installational environment by luscious
Lois Simbach, dealing metaphorically with the local climate, which is probably the only way to deal with it, if you
have to. "Best seen at night," they tell
us.
Longue Vue G•rdens, 7 Bamboo
Road, 488-5488. Tuesdays through
Sundays: a selection of creamware,
plain and fancy, old and new.
Loulsl•n• State Mu-um, Jackson
Square, 522·9830. Continuing: an exhibit of cartography of Louisiana, fanciful and true, the Louisiana Portait
Gallery (Yats Through The Ages), "Slit·
ches In Time: Louisiana's Clothing
1803-1982," in which we were quite
partial to the memento-mori jewelry
made of the dear-departed's hair, and
pottery by George Orr, and a large
selection of work b y the Newcomb
circle.
New Orle•ns Museum Of Art, City Park, 488-2631 . Through the month:
Paintings from the Royal Academy,
with works by such expected masters
as Reynolds, Turner, Constable,
Millais, Sargent, etc., as well as a
sampling of Academicians from Louisiana private and public collections;
Great Drawings from the Royal Institute of Architects, with renderings
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by everyone from Christopher Wren to
LeCorbusier, as well as such eccentrics as Boullee; sculptures and
graphics by black artist Elizabeth
Catlett.
Optima Studio, 2025 Magazine,
522-9625. Through September:
Selected works by Gallery artists.
Tulane
Art
Department,
Newcomb Art Building, 865-5327.
Sun.11-Fri.30: Two Decades of Arne-

rican Prints. In the Howard-Tilton
library, just up the street, are exhibited " Images of Conflict,"
photographs taken in Honduras and
Nicaragua by TP-SI photographer
David Leeson.
UNO lllne Arts Gallery, Lakefront
Campus, 286-6493. From Sat.10: Louisiana Womens' Caucus for Art
Exhibition_

LIVE MUSIC
Andrew Jaeger's, 2708 North
Hullen, Metairie, 455-6221 _Tuesdays,
Wednesdays and Sundays: Earl
Stanley and the Stereos. Saturdays:
Frankie Ford, the Loretta Young of
local rock. Sundays: Bobby Cure and
the Summertime Blues, from 9. Sun.4:
Art and Aaron Neville, sans freres,
from 5 to 9_
Blue Room, In the Fairmont Hotel,
529-7111- Dinner, dancing, smoked
glass, candleabras on the table, reservations and cover charges that match.
Through Thurs.8, Carmen McRae.
Mon.12 and Tues_13, The Kingston
Trio dispensing scotch and soda, and
a good deal of sentiment. Wed.14
through Tues.27, Kenny Rankin, an
eternal optimist. From Wed.28, Jack
Jones.
Bobby's Place, 520 East St. Bernard Highway, Chalmette, 271-0137_
Fridays, Frankie Ford at 10. Saturdays, Bobby Cure (of the Cure
Cleaners dynasty) and the Summertime Blues; Gong Show, and Alan 's
• Tribute to Elvis. Sat.24: Irma Thomas,
Art & Aaron Neville, Chuck Carbo, AI
Johnson and Robert Parker-can one
stage stand so much?
Bounty, 1926 West End Park,
282-9144. The darkest and (seemingly) most sedate of West End clubs.
Wednesdays, Fridays, Saturdays:
Harvey Jesus and Frye.
Bistro Lounge, 4061 Tulane,
482-9377. Wednesdays and Thursdays, nto Alvizuris from 9 to 2- Fridays
and Saturdays from 10, Ruben (Mr.
Salsa) Gonzalez and his Salsa
Rhythms.
Caronna's a.r, 2032 Magazine,
523-9326_ Mondays, Fridays and
Saturdays, the J. Monque'd Blues
Band; Wednesdays, Off The Cuff (no
starc h). Thursday, The Uptown Blues
Organization. From 10 each night.
Carrollton Station, 8140 Willow,
865-9190. Call for listings.
Cisco's, 111 Bourbon, 566-0331 .
Wednesdays through Sundays from
10, The Topcats.
Dorothy's Mecl8111on, 3232 Orleans
Avenue. Fridays through Sundays:
Walter Washington, Johnny Adams
and the House Band, along with the
legendary examples of adiposa gloriosa that act as go-go dancers.
Dusty's, 3624 West Esplanade,
454-6605_ Tuesdays and Thursdays,
Jimmie Dee. Fridays and Saturdays,
The Midnight Riders.
1801 Club, 1801 Stumpf Blvd.,
367-9670. Wednesdays and Saturdays: Janet Lynn and Ya Ya .
Thursdays, Frankie Ford (no coveror is that just undraped?).
Iliad's, 1100 S. Clearview Parkway,
734-0590. The erstwhile Hired Hand,
now DJ 's spin platters that range the
last three decades.
llalrmont Court, Fairmont Hotel,
529-7111. Sundays and Mondays, Tuts
Washington at the piano from 9 until
1 a.m_ Charlotte Champagne takes
over later in the week.
The Famous Door, 339 Bourbon,
522-7626. Everyone from Thackeray
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to Durante has passed through these
gilded portals; Tuesdays through Sundays, the much underrated Thomas
Jefferson and his Creole Jazz Band;
Mondays, Tuesdays and weekend
nights, Mike Cascio's Just Us Band.
544 Club, 544 Bourbon, 523-8611 .
Wednesdays through Saturdays, Gary
Brown and Feelings_
Pete llountaln'a, New Orleans
Hilton, 561-0500. Tues., Wed., Fri.,
Sat.: Mr. Fountain and his embouchure at 10 p.m. One show only;
$15 cover.
Gazebo Cafe and Bar, 1018
Decatur, 522-0862. Mondays through
Fridays, ragtime piano music in the
afternoons; Saturdays and Sundays,
the John Royen Jazz Band; alfresco_
Jimmy's, 8200 Willow, 866-9549_
Thurs.1: The Sheiks and The Meters_
Fri.2: Waka Waka and Big Bang. Sat.3:
Pop Combo with Lenny Zenith. SunA:
Labor Day Dynomite Super Jam with
Aztec Camera, now touring with Elvis
Costello, poor things, and (live from St.
Mary of the Angels on North Roman
Street) Lenny Zenith and Pop Combo
demonstrating the Smurf and the Project. Wed.7 : Alison and the Dads.
Thurs.8 through Sat.10: The Sheiks.
Wed.14: Gilbert Hetherwick and his
band of renown. Thurs_15: Faded
Glory. Fri.16: Woodenhead_ Sat.17:
The Radiators. Wed.21 : Obsidian, and
few zircons. Thurs.22: Taken. Fri.23:
Totally Cold (thought this was just a
one-time reunion ...)_ Sat.24: The
Backbeats. Fri.30: Hardy perennials
The Sheiks.
The Loop, Franklin at Robert E. Lee,
282-0501. Call for listings.
Maple Leaf Bar, 8316 Oak,
866-9359. Comfortable, mildly intellectual, eclectic range of performers and
a covey of regulars. Sundays: John
Rankin. Mondays: James Booker.
Wednesdays : Mason Ruffner and the
Blues Rockers. Thursdays: Bourre.
Fri.2: Blind Sam Meyers. Sat.3:
Beausoleil. Tues.6: Charles Neville
Trio_ Fri.9: The Ardoin Brothers.
Sat.1 0: Radiators. Tues.13: Charles
Neville Trio. Fri.16: Zachary Richard_
Sat.17: Bo Ramsey and the Sliders,
sounds like an acrobatic dance act to
us. Tues.20: Li'l Queenie, or Frankenstein's Mother. Fri.23: Rockin' Dopsie
and the Twisters. Sat.24: Radiators.
Tues.27: Li'l Queenie_Fri.30: Clarence
"Gatemouth" Brown.
Munster's Dance Hall and a.r,
627 Lyons, 899-9109. Wednesdays,
The Louisiana Repertory Jazz Ensemble and a great many nimble-footed
septuagenarians.
Nevada Club, 1409 Romaine, Gretna, 368-1000. Country and western,
every night; call the club for
information.
Old Absinthe Bar, 400 Bourbon,
524-7761. Through Tues.6: The Bryan
Lee Blues Band.
Parkvlew Tavern, 910 N. Carrollton, 482-2680. Fri.2: The Renegades.
Fri.9: Bourre_ Fri.16: Mason Ruffner
and the Blues Rockers. Fri.30: The
Jive.

Penny Poat, 5110 Danneel. Thurs.1:
Mini Fest. Sun.4: Nap Martin at 9.
Tues.6: Beverly Bishop at 9, Jonathan
at 10. Wed.7: Charles Nagy. Thurs.8:
The Malones at 9, Pat Flory at 10.
Sun.11 : Nap Martin. Tues.13: Beverly Bishop at 9, Jonathan at 10. Wed.14:
Les Jampole at 9, Charles Nagy at 10.
Thurs.15: The Malones at 9, Pat Flory
at 10. Sun.18: Nap Martin. Tues.20:
Beverly Bishop at 10, Jonathan Harder
at 11 . Wed .2 1: Charles Nagy.
Thurs.22: The Malones at 9, Pat Flory
at 10. Tues.27: Beverly Bishop at 9,
Jonathan at 10. Wed.28: Les Jampole
at 9, Charles Nagy at 10. Thurs.29:
Tom Rice at 9. Special appearances
Fridays and Saturdays.
Phyllla Chalet, 1641 Pa uger,
944-9358. Entertainment weekend
nights.
Polde'a, Kenilworth Mall, 246-6770.
Chanteuse Luz Marie and Steve Burtchell, in what is now described as a
"Bossa Nova" and piano bar-and
remember about blaming it on the
Bossa Nova, with its magic spell?
Well, presumably you can still get
away with it.
Pontchartraln Hotel, Bayou Bar,
2031 St.Charles Ave., 524-0851 . Nightly: Bruce Versen, from 5 to 8, or what
was known in happier days as that
pause in the day's occupation known
as the cocktail hour.
Preaervatlon Hall, 726 St. Peter,
523-8939. Along with Galatoire's and
K-Paul's, one of the three places in
town that consistently draws a long
and deserved line outside; the only
amenities are the musical ones. Sundays: Harold Dejan and the Olympia
Brass Band. Mondays and Thursdays:
Kid Thomas Valentine. Tuesdays and
Fridays: Kid Sheik Colar. Wednesdays
and Saturdays: The Humphrey Brothers.
Riverboat Prealdent, Canal Street
Docks, 524-SAIL. Sat.10: Ivy. Wed.14:
Men At Work and Mental As Anything
(sold out). Sun.18: Madness, going one
step beyond .... !
Riehle'• 3 ·D, 3501 Chateau Boulevard, 466-3333. More stars than there
are in Heaven as Louis B. Mayer used to say of MGM. Fri.2: Iron
Butterfly-will Strawberry Alarm Clock
or the Peanut Butter Conspiracy turn
up here next? Maybe Lothar and the
Hand People .. .Wed.14: Rita Coolidge,
a favorite of Brian Cullman's. Fri.16:
a magic carpet ride with John Kay and
Steppenwolf. Fri.23: The Sheiks with
some contemporary sounds.
Roae Tattoo, 4401 Tchoupitoulas,
895-9681 . Thursdays: The Uptown
Players with Das Wunderkind Ivan
Neville, and Wet. Saturdays: TBA appearing again.
711 Club, 711 Bourbon, 525-8379.
Sundays, Mondays, Tuesdays: Nora
Wixted. Wednesdays through Saturdays: one man Symphonia Randy
Hebert.
Showboat,
3712
Hessmer,
455-2123. Call the club for listings.
lnug Harbor, 626 Frenchmen,
94~96. Mostly jazz, mostly modern.
Thursdays: the Olympia Serenaders.
Sundays , those Pfister Sisters,
aereating into the aether, from 9 p.m .
Fri.2: Pianist Phil Parnell and friends.
Sat.3: Pajacis. Fri.9: Astral Project.
Sat.10: Survivors. Fri.16, Sat.17: John
Scofield. Fri.23: Ellis Marsalis Quartet.
Sat.24: Cafe, as in society and not as
in curtains. Fri.30: Jim Moore's
Urbanites.
Tlpltlna'•• 501 Napoleon, 899-9114.
A little bit of everything, with, in the immortal phrase of our Editor, "Room To
Dance." Fri.2: Memphis Slim and
Mason Ruffner (a tentative date, not
the same as a heavy one.) Sat.3: Big

Bang. Tues.6: Pop Combo, featuring
Gary Parky. Thurs.8: Mutabaruka 8 (is
this some brand of controlling oil?)
with the High Times Players, former
staff members of that magazine that
used to run split beavers of Thai sticks,
featuring Earl " China" Smith plus
Killer Bees, who are (latest reports indicate) impervious to being rendered
harmless through fraternization, etc. ,
with the more harmless varieties.
Fri.9: Radiators. Sat.1 0: Reveille with
the Neveilles, or is that Reville with the
Nevi lies? Sun .11 : The Saxon
Superstars with the Bohemian
Junkanoos-quite a geographic range
there, except they're all from the
Bahamas. Mon.12: Zeke Fishhead.
Tues.13: Clark Vreeland, the son
Diana never talks about, and Earl King.
Weds.14: Faded Glory. Thurs.15: The
Ventu res. Sat.17: That demure and
lovely creature, Etta James featuring
Leo Nocentelli if there's room on the
stage for him. Sun.18: Battle of the
brass bands-Dirty Dozen, Pinstripe,
and, in purple trunks, the Chosen Few.
Mon.19: Johnny J. and the Hit Men.
Tues.20: Radiators. Thurs.22: Zachary
Richard. Sat.24: The Nevi lies. Mon.26:
Obsidian and Taken, who but a decade
or two ago would have been in Scotlandville instead of on stage. Tues.27:
Waka Waka featuring Pac-Man .
Thurs.29: Billy Price & the Keystone
Rhythm Band. Fri.30: Radiators-or
you asked for it. Oct.1 : The St. Croix
Philharmonic Steel Orchestra-won't
see Leontyne Price singing with them!
Tulane Unlveralty, in the Quad on
McAlister Drive. Fri.2: Pop Combo,
featuring Bruce Blaylock. Fri.9: The
Philisteens, new music from New
Mexico to make you sorry about the
Gadsden Purchase. Fri.30: TBA-real
popular around town.
Tupelo'•• 8301 Oak, 866·3658. Mostly New Music. Thurs.1 : D-Day, from
Austin, and they're late by about 3
months. Fri.2: Radiators. Sat.3: The
Werewolves (from Texas) and Johnny
Jr. and the Hit Men. Wed.7: Ballistics.
Thurs.8: Wild Kingdom. Fri.9: The Philisteens. Sat.10: The Backbeats.
Fri.16: The Limit. Sat.17: Taken.
Thurs.22: Good Wave (anything like
what Gore Vidal calls the Hugh
Herbert wave-with three fingers?).
Fri.23: Waka Waka. Sat.24: Big Bang.
Wed.28: Ballistics. Thurs.29: Taken in
by 9 out by 12. Fri.30: Pop Combo,
featuring Steven Fisher.
Tyler'•• 5234 Magazine, 891-4989.
Modern jazz, good raw oysters. Sundays and Wednesdays: Mike Pellera
and his Trio. Mondays: Ellis Marsalis.
Tuesdays: chanteuse Leslie Smith.
Thursdays: Germaine Bazzle. Fridays
and Saturdays: The James Rivers
Movement.
Germaine Well• Lounge, 833
Bienville, 523-9633. Fridays and Saturdays, Mike Pellera, Jim Singleton and
Jeff Boudreaux, from 11 p.m .
Weaaey•a, 1610 Belle Chasse
Highway, 361-7902. Country and
Western. Call for details.
Winnie'•• 2304 London Ave .,
945-9124.

LA. CLUBS
Antler'•• 555 Jefferson, Lafayette,
318-234-8877.
The Big Apple, Highway 1, Larose,
693-8688. Seats 2000! Fri.5: Streetwise . Sat.6: The Sheiks and
Streetwise.
Booker'•• 1040 Texas Ave.,
Shreveport. 318-425-2292.
Chief'• Southalde, (formerly Trinity's), 4365 Perkins Road, Baton
Rouge. 388-9884.
Circle In The Square, Shreve
Square, Shreveport. 318-222-2216.
Clancy'• Landing and Brick
Street Tavern, Shreve Square,

The Sheiks, at Richie's September 23.
Shreveport, 318-227-9611.
Deaperado Saloon, Highway 90,
Raceland, 1-537-3647.
l!mporlum, 2183 Highland Road,
Baton Rouge, 387-9538.
l!noch'•-A Cafe, 5202 Desiard
Street, Monroe, 318-343-9950.
Glbaon Str. .t Lounge, Covington,
1-892-7057.
Grant Str. .t Dance Hall, 113
Grant Street, Lafayette, 318-332-9569.
Harry'• Club, 517 Parkway, Breaux
Bridge, 318-332-9569.
Humphree•a, Shreve Square,
Shreveport, 318-227-9611 .
Iron Horae, 403 Phillip, Thibodaux,
1-447-9991.
Jefferaon Str. .t Cafe, 209 Jefferson , Lafayette, 318-234-9647.
Mulate•a, Breaux Bridge Highway,
Breaux Bridge, 318-332-4648.
The 01' Corner Bar, 221 Poydras,
Breaux Bridge, 318-332-9512.
Pam'• Place, Old Town, Slidell.
Pappa Joe'•• 12375 Florida Blvd.,
Baton Rouge, 1-273-2376.
Paradlae Club, 121 S. Buchanan,
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Lafayette, 318-232-5313. Fri.9: Totally Cold. Sat.10: Big Bang. Thurs. 15:
the Rockin' Shapes. Fri.16: Los
Backbeats. Sat.17: Jesse Sublett's
Secret 6. Thurs. 22: the Rockin'
Shapes. Fri., Sat., 23,24: Little Charlie
and the Eager Beaver Boys. Thurs.29:
the Rockin' Shapes.
Party Town, Military Road, Slidell,
1-649-3867.
Ruby'• Rendez· Youa, Highway
190 in Mandeville, 1-626-9933.
Ruaty Nail, 540 E. King's Highway,
Shreveport.
Scarlett o•a, 1025 Broad, Lake
Charles, 318-436-8742.
Slick'• Mualc Hall, Highway 31, St.
Martinville, 318-394-3867.

St. .k and Lobater lnn'a Flr. .lde
Pub, 820 E. King's Highway, Shreveport, 318-868-5306.

Steamboat Annie'•• Shreve
Square, Shreveport, 318-424-8297.
Tenth Floor, Shreve Square,
Shreveport, 318-425-7539.
Toby'•• 1303 Gri mme!
Shreveport, 318-222-9903.

~y-llas~y

Nasty Hotline
738-7802

KONG EATS
CRAWFISH ON
50TH BIRTHDAY

S, M, L, XL

Indicate style, size and number.
Allow 3·4 weeks delivery. Send
check or money order to:

BONAPARTE'S
P.O. Box 19131
New Orleans, LA 70179

~t.~UKPsROOzeA

STATE-OF-TH E-ART
or

!:}~~t

ART-OF-THE- STATE
'Looziana'
Crawfish

TUESDAYS

an original design
by Tom Parsons

LADIES NIGHT
8:00- 12:00 PM Two Free

WEDNESDAYS
Limited edition of
individually signed and
numbered lithograph posters
Print size 20" x 26 "

FRIDAYS

on white

FREE OYSTERS
& 25¢ DRAFI' BEER
5PM- 8 PM

----------·--------------------PLEASE MAIL TO:

Sandwich Shop
Burgers, Fries, Oyster Boats
Po-Boys and Snacks

NAME

ALL NEW PATIO
NOW OPEN

ADDRESS
CITY

28

THURSDAYS
50¢ OLD STYLE LONGNECKS
9PM- 12AM

Two color Black and Magenta

poster(s} at $20.00 each (includes 5 % LA. sales tax
Please send me
and $2.00 postage and handling charges}- Total enclosed$ _ __

To order mail to:
BEAUCOUP
GRAPHICS
P.O. Box 66734
Baton Rouge, LA.
70896

DRAFI' BEER NIGHT
$2.00 Pitchers
25¢ a Glass

ST

ZIP
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PHONE 899-9228

CLASSIFIED$
THE RECORD ONE STOP OLDIE-BUT-GOODIE
QUESTION OF THE MONTH
What New Orleans artist did the original version of
Lawdy Miss Clawdy? The first 50 correct answers to
the above will receive a free oldie-but-goodie album.
Write w/ your answer c/o The Roadrunner, the Record
One-Stop, P.O. Box 547, Kenner LA 70063. The
answer to last month's question: the artist was James
"Sugarboy" Crawford.
PRIVATE MUSIC LESSONS
Pianos, guitars, band instruments, basic voice & vocal
coaching. All ages-day and night. Half-hour, weekly lessons $28 per month. The Music Connection, 401
Westbank Expressway, Gretna, La. 367-3737.
LEAD GUITARIST seeking group, looking to work
with rock, R&B or Top 40 rock groups. Have transportation and equipment. Call Elliott at 279-7068.

8toqee's
Studio
$15 an hr.
3hr. min.
Cassette Dups

Amps, Drums
Piano & Synethesizer
included
St
C
a 11 onee

(504) 467-3655
MUSICIAN WANTED
Lead guitarist/ bassist or keyboardist is needed for a
progressive rock band. We would prefer vocal ability, but it isn't necessary if you're the right player. If
you are a guitarist, we would need you to double as
a bassist by playing a set of Taurus pedals and
guitar/ bass doubleneck, switching from guitar and
pedals to bass guitar alone. We have both the pedals
and the doubleneck. If you are a keyboardist, we have
Roland, Moog, and Crusar synthesizers. We have
amps for all the above, and a P.A. system.
We only play original music and the style is extremely
varied, from straight ahead 414 rock, to heavily
classically oriented pieces. New material would be
welcome.
We have an S-track recording-rehearsal studio and
would need you to spend considerable time (nights and
weekends) rehearsing and recording. We would also
need you to be able to travel and/ or relocate, as the
needs of the band demand. We have tapes of most
of the material we do.
Call John at 866-5592.

BASS PLAYER and a drummer wanted by serious
keyboardist vocalist and electric guitarist who are playing Talking Heads, Thompson Twins, Gang of Four,
originals, etc. Call after 6 p.m. Maurice 466-7499,
Ariane 288-1633.

GROUSE HOUSE
PRODUCTIONS INC.

EXPERIENCED FEMALE VOCALIST seeks new
wave band. Call Barbee 833-8115.
EXPERT DRUM INSTRUCTION
Beginning to advanced, all styles, rudimental, orchestra, jazz, rock, Latin. Authentic rhythms and
techniques taught on campus and bongos, also. Call
for appointment. The Drum Studio. 523-2517.
BLUESMAN-Crazy ragtime and blues from Wall
City-60 min. cassette $6 cash/check to T. Starr,
Postfach 909 1000 Berlin 41, West Germany. Satisfaction guaranteed.
BONAPARTE'S MAKES BUTTONS FOR BANDS
I ~ to I V2 inch in size. 1000 minimum order, price
depends on quantity, size and number of colors. Call
504/ 482-0200 or write to Bonaparte's, P.O. Box
19131 , NOLA 70179.

Economica1
Professional V_
Track Recording
Now With
DBX and
Digital Delay
for Demos
Radio Spots,
etc.,

LEAD GUITARIST seeking band. Originals, cover.
15 years experience in R&R. 831-3067.
POP DRUMMER and keyboards, needed to work
with songwriting team. Blonde hair/blue eyes very,
very helpful. Good looks helpful. Plan to go on the
road. 504/ 383-2744.
CAC SEEKS 3 musicians: lead guitar, electric bass,
drums, for its production of The Tooth of Crime.
Honorariums paid. Guitarist must read music and attend rehearsals from Oct.-Dec. No phone calls. Send
resumes to Phil Delony, CAC, 900 Camp St., New
Orleans LA 70130, by September 15.
FOR SERIOUS DRUMMERS
Private instruction with Joey Farris. Joey Farris appears in Modern Drummer and is the author of the
new drum method book, Studio Funk Drumming,
with Roy Burns. Call 488-9644. '

call Gilbert Hetherwick

(504) 522-9470

POP COMBO

WITH
LENNY ZENITH
Sept. 2

NEW ORLEANS ROCK 'N' ROLL
Those oldies but goodies! If you're looking for those
special records that you can't find anywhere else, send
us your want list of 45's, LPs or tapes. Or if you would
likeone of our catalogues, send $2 (to cover postage
and handling, refundable from first order) to The
Record One-Stop, P.O. Box 547, Kenner LA 70063.
We have one of the largest stocks of oldie-but-goodie
records in the South.

TGIF-Tulane Quad 4- pm
Sept.3
Jimmy's
Sept.4
Opening for
AZTEC CAMERA
.Tunmy's

Sept. 6

Disc·a·teria

Tipitina's

Sept. 30
Tnpelo's
For information:

8-tracks
Extensive Outboard
Complete range of services

P. 0. Box 70673

Small scale video
General production services

New Orlean~ LA 70172

504/897-083'/
897-9483

AFFORDABLE

by appt. 288-6107

~k~:

• Pop Combo's mini LP
Give Us A Home ...
on RZA Records
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Local rockers, Taken, (shown above with
gravity-defying vocalist, Rebecca Nice)
plan to initiate an in-by-nine-out-by-twelvenight gig where you can get a full night's
music and still get a full night's sleep ...
The Night Flight Cafe in Savannah, GA,
was recently funked out by our own Satisfaction •.• Marilyn and Spencer Bohren
held a "combination-see-you-later-housecooling-pre-garage-sale-party" to announce
their eminent departure via a shiny Chevy
and slippery silver Airstream from da' Perot.
We wish them all the luck and bon voyage;
anybody who names their kid Django is
O.K. in our book .. . Pete Fountain gigged
at the Twin Cities Orchestra Hall in Minnesota to kick off their August Jazz Series ...
The Rads are going to add a new member,
maybe, and The Sheiks are "Ninety-nine
and a half percent sure" about an additional keyboardist.
Harpoon virtuoso Fingers Taylor (one of
Jimmy Buffett's smokin'-est Coral Reefers)
will be sitting in with Mason Ruffner at
Carrollton Station Sept. 9 & 10. Attendance
is mandatory for all members of the Little
Walter International Fan Club. Mike Utley,
J.B:s former piano banger, has taken up
residence in the French Quarter ... On Sept.
fo'teen Gilbert Hetherwick presents his
new show, "complete with slides, tapes,
stupid little dance steps and twisted lyrics,"
at Jimmy's ... Hot on the heels of the recent
blast of happiness and music by King Sunny,
Jamaican dub poet Mutabaruka will bring
his verbal fire and the High Times Band to
Tipitina's stage on Sept. 8 for a show that
is sure to be different from other reggae
acts that have come to New Orleans. After
the band dubs out to our dancing pleasure
for a while, the vocal void will be filled
by the thought of Mutabaruka, but watch
out, this show is not for the weak hearts ....
On their recent mid-west trip, the Radiators
held two marathon recording sessions at
Red Label Studios with Freddie Crawfish
Fiesta Breitberg engineering. Included
material: Wilson Pickett's " Mustang
Sally" and a Fess-like send up of "Mean
Old World:' ...
As leaders of the Barkers Boycott Coalition, the boys in Nasty, Nasty know all
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about loud music, longhair, girls and subversion. They've been refused radio time
on some of our more well-known rock stations, been asked to wear more clothes
on stage, tone down their suggestive stage
act, and been barred completely from some
clubs. Young ladies attending their shows
have been known to hurl underwear on
stage, and then climb up on stage in the
all-together. "We don' t know why we've
started such a fuss. We're just being ourselves," say the wide-eyed and innocent
bandmembers, Neil Thomas and Erik Ferro,
formerly of White Tiger, and Warren
Lauderdale and David Lemoine , formerly
of Melange.
Billy Price and the Keystone Rhythm
Band from Pittsburgh will be at Tipitina's
Thursday night September 29. The sevenpiece white soul band features the former
lead vocalist with Roy Buchanan .... News
reaches us from Houston that Josiah,
formerly of Exuma's band here, is now
with an excellent reggae band called lrabana . .. We hear that Lee Dorsey was
quite a hit in New York; another trip to the
B.A. is in the planning stages ....
The Red Rockers tour was interrupted
recently when drummer Jim Reilly was
called away to his native North Ireland to
attend the funeral of his brother, shot by
a British Soldier during a clash there ...
Carolyn Odell of the Uptights is visiting
the West Coast to talk to some industry
execs about the future of her band ... The
Sluts are negotiating the production of
their second lp with independent label SST
(of hardcore fame) due out in early 1984.
Sad to hear of the death of former New
Orleans crooner Larry Darnell who died
this past month in Cleveland. Darnell, whose
biggest record was "I'll Get Along Somehow~' was a popular bandleader around
clubs like the Dew Drop in the late '40s
and early '50s ... A Dutch promoter is
negotiating to bring Johnny Adams, Sherri
Richards, Walter Washington and Bobby
Powell to a fall music festival in that country
... E. Rodney Jones, who was program
director and deejay at WYLD, has left the
station for an unknown destination ...
WBOK has completed their planned switch
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to evangelic programming.
Flyright Records in England has obtained
original Excello masters via J.D. Miller.
Their first release "Shake Your Hips" by
Slim Harpo contains 12 great sides but
unfortunately duplicates much of the recent
"Best of' lp recently released on Rhino
(see July WL) ... Rockin' Dopsie also has
his early '70s material recorded for Miller
collected on a Flyright disc . . . Fats Domino
has had many of his ABC recordings reissued on Charley Records 'Reelin' &
Rockin'.
Blue Note Records in France has reissued
2 Sidney Bechet albums of material recorded
between 1939 and 1951.. .John Stedman
of JSP Records has a fervent denial printed
in the latest Living Blues that his Professor
Longhair lp The London Concert was not
surrepticiously recorded and that he has
a signed contract to back up his claims.
"Bullshit" was the reply of Longhair's
manager Allison Kaslow. "We had no idea
the show was being recorded:' More later ...
The latest Living Blues #56 also contains
a number of reviews of posthumous Longhair releases ... Speaking of Living Blues,
the Center for the Study of Southern Culture
at the University of Mississippi, has assumed its publishing.
Sound Ventures Studio in beautiful, rural
Evergreen, LA sent us two well-produced
demo tapes last week of Burton Gaar's
mellow country and owner-operator George
Hollinshead's new session veteran group
Legacy. George is gearing up for the upcoming elections with loads of jingle
productions and banging up a storm on a
new Linn digital drum and a Commodore
computer. "CENLA" (that's what they call
Central Louisiana up there) musicians can
reach Sound Ventures at (318) 346-6294 . ..
Jazz entrepreneur Randy Martin has
opened a posh new club in Houma called
"Fool On The Hill:' Look for the real jazz
big shots to be showin' up there, ftrue ...
Tie down the washer and dryer, rna,
Lafayette's South City Rhythm is a big band
of big people blasting big Blues Brothers·
influenced tunes. Sort of an Acadian utility
room full of blues .... Area trouble boys
best steer clear of LeBayou in Abbeville
which features tough, loud rock 'n' roll
"but we don't mind throwing the trouble
makers out and telling them not to come
back!" exclaimed one of the managers.
Jay's Lounge and Cockpit, in Cankton, has
been heavily remodeled in cypress and
books live acts regularly, according to our
Lafayette correspondent, Jon Donlon, who
sends news of a Cajun-Bluegrass festival in
the Rhode Island area, featuring Allen
Fontenot and Country Cajuns, Dewey Balfa,
Queen Ida, and Beausoleil ••.
-Loyola University is offering a study of
selected musical masterpieces from the
"major historical period of Western music"
(does that include the theme from Bonanzan
to be taught by Dr. Thomas Cully, S.J. The
works will be investigated with respect to
religious and political ideas forming the
context in which they were written. Call
865-3530 for more info.

gnug J@!h!!':mcw.
121 ~ • 941-0&96
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THURSDAY FEATURE-9 PM

OLYMPIA SBRENADIIRS

REGULAR
SUNDAY FEATURE-9 PM

!J

THE PFISTER SISTERS SHOW

FRIDAYS-11 PM SATURDAYS-11 PM
2nd-PHIL PARNELL & 3rd-PA..IACIS

FRIENDS
8th-ASTRAL PRO..IECT 10th-THE SURVIVORS
16th-..IOHN SCOFIELD 17th-..IOHN SCOFIELD
23rd-EWS MARSALIS 24th-CAFE
I
QUAAT&T
30th-..IIM MOORE'S
URBANITES
S. Open Dally-4 pm
Rastaurant Open Weekdays 6 pm-12 .n
Weekends 112 MI-Sundays Open 1 pm
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Memphis Slim appearing Sept. 2

SEPTEMBER, 1983
MUSIC STARTS AT 10 PM MONDAY-THURSDAY
10:30 PM FRIDAY, SATURDAY & SUNDAY
Sunday

Wednesday

Tuesday

Monday

Thursday

1

COMING UP IN OCTOBER ...
OCT. 5: THE BOYS OF THE LOUGH
7&8: BLUE RIDDIM BAND
9: BENEFIT FOR THE CAMPAIGN FOR NUCLEAR
DISARMAMENT
13: JAMES COTTON

5

4

7

6

CLOSED

LENNY
ZENITH

*
MARSHALL

and

CRENSHAW

POP COMBO

*
THE

11

~
tentative

12

lf-

ZEKE
FISH HEAD

SAXON
SUPERSTARS
18
CLOSED

•

25
CLOSED

13

~

14

EARL KING
ClARK
VREElAND

19

20

JOHNNY J.
AND THE
HITMEN

THE
RADIATORS

26

27

OBSIDIAN
plus

TAKEN

FADED
GLORY

and

WAKAWAKA

21

*

*

28
LESLIE
SMITH

MEMPHIS SLIM

THE
BIG BANG

9

110

with the High Times
Players featuring
Earl "Chinna" Smith
ms if.icial guests:

THE
RADIATORS

THE
NEVILLE
* BROTHERS

15

16BATILE
OF THE
BRASS
BANDS

8

MUTA-*
BARUKA
E lllERBEES

*

THE
VENTURES

22
TBA

3

2

Mighty Sam
Mclain

Saturday

Friday

featuring
Leo Nocentelli

... *

*

24

THE
NEVILLE

TBA

ZACHARY
RICHARD

BROS

29 li11e on WTUL 30
BILLY PRICE
and the

ETIA
JAMES

featuring The
Dirty Dozen,
The Pinstripe
and The Chosen Few

23

KEYSTONE
RHYTHM
BAND

17

1

sT. CROIX
PHILHARTHE
MONIC
RADIATORS
STEEL
ORCHESTRA

501 Napoleon Ave, corner-Tchoupitoulas- Phone 899·9114

